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WELCOME MESSAGE FROM THE PROVOST

I am pleased to introduce the first issue of the revitalized Hilltop
Review, a peer-reviewed journal that celebrates the scholarly works
produced by Western Michigan University’s graduate students.
The mission of The Hilltop Review is to introduce graduate students at WMU to the publication process through the submission of
their work to a peer-reviewed journal that is edited and produced
by their peers. It also affords students an opportunity to participate
in the publication process as reviewers and to manage the publication with the support of the Graduate Student Advisory C ommittee
(GSAC) editorial board and select faculty members.
I am excited to celebrate this new issue of The Hilltop Review. It
includes outstanding papers and works of art that, as a result of a
rigorous review process, have been identified as notable contributions to their individual fields of study. And, unlike previous editions, this edition of The Hilltop Review is being shared with our
university community and interested readers beyond our community as both a print journal and an electronic journal that is easily
accessible online.
Finally, I thank all graduate students who submitted their work
for publication. Whether your work was selected for publication or
not, you are a winner! Submissions that were not selected for publication received reviewer comments in anticipation of resubmission
for future publication. I also thank the reviewers for their work, the
department chairs and directors for encouraging students to submit
their work, our very own expert faculty advisors, and the GSAC editorial board for their work to produce this issue. Any experience
with The Hilltop Review will serve as the ultimate professional development opportunity.
Sincerely,

Timothy J. Greene, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
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WELCOME FROM THE GRADUATE STUDENT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (GSAC)

The Graduate Student Advisory C ommittee (GSAC ) has been active in serving as the primary liaison between the university administration and graduate students since its inception on February 11,
1969. The GSAC provides direct communication regarding policy
change, programming, and student concerns. One of our primary
roles is to provide a forum where graduate students can voice their
concerns, issues, and accomplishments, offer suggestions, and
share their expertise. Each year we organize a plethora of social
events and professional development opportunities and work to advocate for the needs of graduate students as a whole. As a result of
the feedback we have received on our annual Graduate Student
Body Survey, we have been able to identify and address a number
of pertinent issues. Over the last year, we have worked on many
initiatives, including the establishment of the Michigan Association
of Graduate and Professional Students, the approval for non-funded
graduate students to enjoy the same university library borrowing
privileges as funded graduate students, the increase in cost-free
print pages for graduate students at all OIT labs on the Kalamazoo
campus, and, last but not least, the re-vamping of The Hilltop Review, WMU’s journal of graduate student research.
As the GSAC chairperson, I am proud to share the latest issue of
The Hilltop Review with you. The re-birth of The Hilltop Review
serves as one of GSAC ’s many accomplishments and should represent a source of great pride for all graduate students, faculty, and
staff of Western Michigan University. This issue of The Hilltop Review is very special to me as it marks the first ever paperback edition of our journal, which will now be available in the Library of
Congress and libraries beyond WMU. This new-and-improved edition of The Hilltop Review has also garnered the attention of our
student newspaper, The Western Herald, which will highlight the
authors and artists whose work is represented in an upcoming
graduate student research spotlight. Finally, this edition of The Hilltop Review represents the hard work and dedication of its editorial
board, peer reviewers, and faculty reviewers, all of whom shared
their time and talents to bring this much-anticipated issue to fruition. You will find original research and artwork throughout this issue that reflects the diverse interests and abilities of the graduate
The Hilltop Review,
Review, Fall 2009
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student population here at Western. As a designated C arnegie Research Institution, Western Michigan University has been recognized for its contributions to the world of scholarship, an accomplishment unattainable without the outstanding work of Western’s
graduate students—some of whose work we celebrate here.
As a doctoral student myself, I recognize and understand the importance of engaging in opportunities that allow one to mature as a
scholar. The Hilltop Review provides an opportunity for Western’s
graduate students to contribute to the world of scholarship by publishing their original work, serving as peer reviewers, and even
working behind the scenes to develop and polish their skills in publishing. As a result, graduate students here at Western are better
able to develop skills that will propel them toward future success.
It has been an honor to represent the graduate student body of
WMU as the GSAC chairperson. I hope that you appreciate and enjoy this issue of The Hilltop Review and that you strongly consider
becoming a more active member of the GSAC family!

Sincerely,

Brandi L. Pritchett, M.A.
C hairperson, Graduate Student Advisory Committee

The Hilltop Review,
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Dear Readers:
Just four years ago, The Hilltop Review was launched—albeit
solely in electronic form—as a venue for showcasing the excellent
research undertaken by graduate students at Western Michigan
University. Such a publication venue is crucial for graduate students; while we can hone our analytical skills in seminars and demonstrate our teaching skills in our classrooms, we also need a forum
in which to show the greater WMU community the fruits of our own
projects and original research. Thus, we are proud to re-launch The
Hilltop Review, and to re-introduce this publication to WMU’s graduate students, the faculty and staff of Western Michigan University,
and the greater Kalamazoo community. This semester’s issue features an interdisciplinary array of original student work that is a
strong reflection of WMU’s commitment to supporting graduate education throughout its 110 graduate degree programs.
Significantly, the papers presented here characterize the variety
of disciplines in which WMU graduate students work, teach, and
conduct original research. From the Department of English, Gregory Laing offers an insightful commentary on the incidence and implications of treason and betrayal in medieval Arthurian romances.
From the Department of Computer Science, Sahil Behl and Leszek
Lilien, Ph.D., discuss and provide a solution for our need for enhanced methods of electronic privacy preservation. From the Department of Political Science, Matthew Arsenault addresses the efficacy of formal governmental intervention in sectarian protests.
From the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Hanyi
Dai offers solutions for programming groups of robots to cooperatively perform tasks. From the Department of History, Jack Goodman comments on the interpretive possibilities and perils associated with the analysis of a fourteenth-century legal document. We
are also proud to feature the artwork of Brandon Dellario and Alessandra Santos Pye, from the School of Social Work and the Department of C ounselor Education and C ounseling Psychology, respectively.
We encouraged submissions from all departments, then called on
WMU faculty and graduate students from each department to lend
their expertise in reviewing and offering commentary on their peers’
The Hilltop Review,
Review, Fall 2009
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research.
This publication would have been impossible had we not had the
help of many individuals from the WMU community. Brandi Pritchett, chairperson of GSAC , has been an energizing force behind the
project even before we came on board; so too we thank GSAC for
funding and standing behind this journal since its inception in 2005.
We thank Dr. Tim Greene, Provost; Dr. Lewis Pyenson, Dean of the
Graduate College; and Dr. John Dunn, University President, for their
continued support of graduate research and education. We would
also like to thank the WMU department and program heads who encouraged their faculty and students to participate in this project,
whether by submitting work for evaluation, or evaluating submissions for publication.
Finally, we would like to acknowledge the strong field of submissions we received from our graduate colleagues this semester. The
quality of the papers we reviewed speaks to the professional and
collegial nature of the work we do at this university. We are honored to work with such a talented group of student-authors, and
this journal testifies to the academic and artistic achievement and
promise of our graduate students. We are thrilled to re-introduce
The Hilltop Review to the WMU community. We hope that it continues to highlight the research of our colleagues for years to come.

Sincerely,

Lotfi Ben Othmane
Editor

C hristina Triezenberg
Associate Editor

The Hilltop Review,
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FORE WORD

The Hilltop Review is a project conceived and sustained by the
Graduate Student Advisory Committee, a standing council of the
Faculty Senate at Western Michigan University. It offers a sampling of the original and significant findings obtained by graduate
students in the course of formulating their theses and dissertations
and in completing their coursework in anticipation of these culminating projects. From origin to completion, The Hilltop Review has
been directed by Western’s graduate students. It is useful, by way
of introducing the contributions in the present issue, to set down a
few lines about graduate education at Western. As an enterprise, it
divides into the domains of truth seeking and truth applying.
Truth seeking incorporates much of the Arts and Sciences, as
well as segments of other colleges. Here the emphasis of graduate
instruction is focused on discovering new knowledge, new understanding, and new human sensibilities. Truth seeking has two
poles. At one pole of the truth-seeking enterprise are the historical
sciences (including large parts of the humanities, many of the social
sciences, and some of the natural sciences—notably geology, astronomy, and evolutionary biology, possibly also certain of the
medical sciences). At the other pole are the mathematical sciences
(mathematics and the exact sciences, including large parts of engineering and economics, along with some parts of linguistics and
psychology). It is significant that J. Robert Oppenheimer reorganized the Institute for Advanced Study in the 1940s to comprise divisions devoted to, precisely, history and the mathematical sciences.1
In practice, many fields are situated between these two poles.
The other domain of graduate education at Western concerns applying generally accepted knowledge for social welfare and personal
gain. In this area are found the state-licensed guilds (public-school
teaching, nursing, counseling, medical diagnostics, accountancy,
and professional engineering) as well as diverse free trades
(publicity, writing, financial advising, translation, artistic performance). Truth applying relates to artifice, whose production is normally known as manufacture or invention. Art and technology cre1

Lewis Pyenson, “ In P uris Naturalibus,” Notices of the American Mathematical Society, August 2008,
pp. 793-6.
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ate objects new to the universe, whether symphonies or automobiles. Art is well represented in the academic world. One of the
arts is music, a constituent of medieval learning and since antiquity
associated closely with mathematics. The first doctorates of music
at the University of Cambridge are documented in the fifteenth century; the Doctor of Philosophy (or Ph.D.) comes to Cambridge only
in 1882, four centuries later.2
From medieval times to our own times, university studies have
provided students with an occupation. The three higher faculties of
the early universities—theology, law, and medicine—provided entrée into respected and remunerative professions. Over the past
two centuries, universities have expanded to instruct and to certify
acolytes seeking to enter a great many careers. Again in practical
terms, there is a dynamic tension in the academic world between
truth seeking and truth applying. The truth-applying professions
depend on the cachet provided by truth-seeking professors, just as
the life blood of truth seekers is found in students seeking to use
education for landing a good job. We should not forget that university professors studying quantum physics and relativity, a century
ago, earned their salary by teaching legions of medical students
and electrical engineers.
Today there is vigorous discussion about seeking truth and its
application. C ritics wonder about criteria for true things and have
questioned whether it is useful to refer to truth at all. The times we
live in today, called postmodernity, privilege technology over science, a reversal of the modernist view that technology is applied
science.3 No doubt the boundaries of artifice and nature are fluid,
and invention is closely related to discovery. The Higgs boson cannot be discovered without the technology of particle accelerators;
plays offering new portrayals of human sensibility—new truths—
cannot be performed without the technology of sets and lighting,
indeed, the technology of writing and circulating a script. And, as
Benjamin Franklin observed more than two hundred years ago, useful gadgets do derive from advances in fundamental knowledge.
It is well known that the university has no lock on discovery or
invention: Lavoisier, Faraday, Darwin, Edison, and Land were not
2

C. F. Abdy Williams, A Short Historical Account of the Degrees in Music at Oxford and Cambridge,
with a Chronological List of Graduates in That Faculty from the Year 1463 (London, 1893), p. 15.
3 P aul Forman, “ The P rimacy of Science in Modernity, of Technology in Postmodernity, and of Ideology
in the History of Technology,” History and Technology, 23 (2007), 1-152.
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professors; nor were Dickens, Woolf, Mann, Musil, Picasso,
Rauschenberg, and Pynchon. But without promoting discovery by
the means of invention, a university is not worthy of the name. The
university is precisely the place for deep reflection on apparently
unprofitable topics. The president of Harvard University has recently emphasized: “Higher learning can offer individuals and societies a depth and breadth of vision absent from the inevitably myopic present. Human beings need meaning, understanding and perspective as well as jobs.”4
Students seek advanced certification in truth seeking by working
with faculty in a particular discipline. The faculty have the credibility to bring a graduate student to the cutting edge of research in
the field. In truth seeking, brilliant accomplishment in research is
the sine qua non for obtaining a good job, whether in the academy
or in the wider world. It is otherwise in the truth-applying fields.
There graduate students seek skills that can be rewarded in the agora, and they may want to possess certification that is the object of
a state patent (professional engineer, approved schoolteacher, authority for dispensing controlled substances). Nevertheless, whether
they are truth seekers or truth appliers, graduate students prefer
great centers of learning where the air bristles with novelty and
practical success. Laureates of distinguished prizes and academies,
along with animators of great projects, are magnets for graduate
students. As the publications in the present review testify, graduate students at Western have studied with the very best mentors.
The motto of the Graduate C ollege, adopted in 2006 and appearing on both our stationery and on the College medal, is Veritatem
cum conscientia quaere, or “Seek truth with conscience.” We devote our resources to promoting ethical and compassionate truth
seeking among our students. We trust that the following pages justify our dedication.

Lewis Pyenson
Dean of the Graduate College
13 November 2009

4

Drew Gilpin Faust, “The University’s Crisis of Purpose,” New York Times Book Review, 6
September 2009, p. 19.
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TREASON AND BETRAYAL IN THE MIDDLE ENGLISH
ROMANCES OF SIR GAWAI N
By Gregory L. Laing
Department o f English
College of Arts and Sciences

Abstract. This article explores the themes of treason and betrayal which
are common motifs o f mediev al romances, speci fically those featuring the
Arthurian knight Sir Gawain. Because loyalty to one’s lord, nation, or family unit was critical for survival in the Middle Ages, the problem of treachery by close companions is often a recurring subject in romances from this
period. Such themes revealed to their audience the fragility o f these relationships and cautioned against overcon fid ence in the bonds of loyalty. Romances featuring Gawain, like the Middle English Awntyrs off Arthur and
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, conclude with the young hero learning to
understand the dang ers o f duplicity. Positioning these messages about treason against the competing tradition o f Gawain’s own role in Arthur’s betrayal, however, exposes a broader lesson about finding comfort in loyalty.
Only by reading the lessons o f the Gawain roman ces through the wider lens
of those traditions surrounding the fall of Arthur’s kingdom can we gain a
full appreciation o f the medieval warnings against treason and betrayal included in these romances.

Treason and betrayal both play significant roles in the literature of the Middle
Ages. As Richard Firth Green points out in The Crisis of Truth, just like “truth,”
“treason” is a critical and enigmatic concept for the late medieval English world.1
One does not need to look extensively within medieval romance texts to encounter
numerous examples of treasonous behavior in the sources of both the British Isles and
the Continent. From the infamous betrayal of Ganelon in the French Chanson de Roland to the myriad Arthurian stories chronicling the usurpation of the throne by the
wicked and treacherous Mordred, subversion and infidelity are themes that stretch
across the boundaries of nation, language, and even concepts of genre to occupy a
momentous place in the corpus of medieval literature.2 Within the romances of the
Middle Ages, however, treason and betrayal become particularly important motifs
employed by poets in order to deprive the protagonist of his or her rightful inheri1
2

Richard Firth Green, The Crisis of Truth (P hiladelphia: University of P ennsylvania P ress, 1999), 207.
As Charles Dunn and Edward Byrnes point out, the classification of medieval texts into genre groups
is “ not entirely unambiguous,” as a modern concept of genre does not translate completely into a medieval context. However, the term is frequently applied to medieval writing in order to assist in grouping texts with similar characters, values, and subjects together. I use this word here because treason
does appear outside of one particular group of medieval texts. Charles Dunn and Edward Byrnes,
“ Introduction,” Middle English Literature (New York: Garland Publishing, 1990), 6. For more on the
concept of genre, see also Ralph Cohen, “ History and Genre,” New Literary History 17 (1986): 20318.
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tance, to divide him or her from a true love, or to challenge the bonds of loyalty to
others.
Despite a wide variety of subjects, protagonists, and themes that problematize efforts to draw broad conclusions regarding the romance genre, it is possible to glean
what would have been a common understanding of acceptable and objectionable social behavior from among the many medieval romance narratives. As Corinne Saunders points out, “ Despite their variety… the romances of the Middle Ages are linked
by the motifs that echo throughout the genre: exile and return, love, quest and adventure, family, name and identity, the opposition between pagan and Christian.”3 If
these common plot configurations create mutual consensus, the frequency of behavior
labeled as “treasonous” within these texts suggests that questions of loyalty occupy an
equally important position as all other conventional motifs of this genre. Moreover,
medieval romances are unmistakably products of their cultural milieu, reflecting those
principal social values drawn from the environment of their creation.4 The later medieval period witnessed significant transformations to the conceptualization of
“truth,” and Green’s extensive study proves that personal promises, loyalty, and faith
are integral to the legal, ethical, and even theological organization of late medieval
England.5 Such a strong dependence on the reliability of “truth” demonstrates that a
growing apprehension of the exploitable nature of language dominates the consciousness of this time. Because words do not absolutely necessitate behavior, actions
based upon the trust of language and the credibility of the speaker are endangered by
the mistaken credibility of false statements. According to J. L. Austin’s description
of those obstacles to accepted speech, impediments to truth arise because of two main
complications: either the speech is prevented from adhering to accepted forms, for
example, deviating from the formalized conventions, or else the speech is given an
undeserved level of credibility despite the fact that its speaker lacks sincerity.6 Treasonous behavior concerns itself with the latter model because the audience believes
that the statements are realized and accurate, despite the disingenuous intentions of
the speaker. The effects of treasonous behavior within romance plots indicate an
awareness on the part of the poet of the unique threat of betrayal, by word if not by
deed, to the stability of medieval society.
The Middle English Dictionary defines treason as, first and foremost, a
“ disloyalty, faithlessness, or culpable indifference to sacred obligations or allegiance”
which manifests itself through a betrayal of one’s governing body, either against
one’s king or country.7 T his meaning clearly evokes the feudal structure of owed loyalty, created by the relationship between lord and retainer, designed to ensure a secure
and organized government. Green identifies “treason” as the antonym of the equally
imposing and wide-ranging word “truth.”8 Because treason works to undermine the
3

Corinne Saunders, “ Introduction,” A Companion to Romance from Classical to Contemporary (Oxford:
Blackwell Publishing, 2004), 3.
4 Stephen Knight, “ The Social Function of the Middle English Romance,” Medieval Literature (New
York, St. Martins P ress, 1986), 99.
5 Richard Firth Green, 9.
6 J.L. Austin, How to Do Things With Words (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University P ress, 1975), 16.
7 “ Treisoun,” The Middle English Dictionary, 28 Nov. 2007 < http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/>
8 Richard Firth Green, 207.
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bonds holding social order together through a destabilization of trust between lord
and retainer, it prompts questions regarding the dependability of the feudal oath of
loyalty. Just as the meaning of “truth” in The Middle English Dictionary begins with
the importance of honesty in a legal and institutional sense, this understanding has the
greatest social impact when it is violated.9 In addition to the conventional understanding of treason’s damage to legal government, undermining the system of truth
also represents a danger that has the potential to destroy bonds of kinship and religion. Such acts of treason involve major transgressions of the system of oaths that
bring together government, family, and church, thus challenging the dependability of
language involved in the expression of feudal service, promises offered during the
marriage ceremony, and the faithful observation of religious vows. Betrayal represents the ultimate threat to each of these important pillars of medieval society, marking it as a serious offense against both the individual and the wider community and
thus meriting particular attention. In addition to the representation of treason as a
felonious offense, The Middle English Dictionary also defines the term as any betrayal involving deception, as well as any “ unseemly behavior, wickedness, or evildoing.”10 Unlike the initial focus on a betrayal with an impact on a society-wide level,
this secondary meaning draws the word down to the level of personal relationships,
where ethical judgment regarding the morality of an individual’s action is most critical. Moreover, in defining all deceptive activities as treason, the focus shifts away
from societal reaction toward private responsibility to uphold “truth.” Thus, treason is
distinguishable in a medieval sense within two discrete categories, “ institutional treason” against the wider communal organization and “ personal treason” against private
relationships.11 Although each of these acts of disloyalty differs in its effect, one universalized and one localized, they are both founded on an identical breach in the system of truth that governs interpersonal relationships.
In countless medieval romances, those characters who occupy a position near the
hero or heroine typically perform the acts of treason. T he consistency of the traitor’s
social position in the retinue of close friends or the advisors of the king suggests that
a certain level of credibility is necessary in order to facilitate the commission of a
treasonous act. The familiarity of the traitor to the hero serves to heighten the act of
treachery by counterbalancing the trust of the hero with the abuse of that trust by the
traitor. As Anna Reuters suggests, the “ close personal relationship” of these treacherous characters allows them to upset the bonds of trust critical to the hero.”12 King
Horn’s Fikenhild, Havelok the Dane’s Godard and Godrich, and Athelston’s Wymound are just a few examples of characters who betray their friendships with the
heroes of their respective romances.13 In all of these stories, however, the narrative
voice makes explicitly clear to the audience how secretly deceptive, envious, or faith9 “ Treuth,” The Middle English Dictionary, 28
10 “ Treisoun,” The Middle English
11

Nov. 2007 < http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/>
Dictionary, 28 Nov. 2007 < http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/>

Richard Firth Green, 208.

12 Anna Reuters, Friendship

and Love in the Middle English Metrical Romances (New York: P eter Lang,
1991), 161.
13 The four romances mentioned were composed between 1225 and 1355.
14 “ the worst child of woman”
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less these characters are underneath their false exteriors of assumed loyalty. For example, the poet of King Horn initially depicts Fikenhild as “the werste moder child”14
prior to his decision to betray Horn’s secret love to King Aylmar.15 T aking only these
notions of overt disloyalty into account, it appears that treason within Middle English
romance is a fairly consistent feature bound only to the villainous character, easily
identified and immediately perceptible, to provide the counterpoint to heroic ideals of
loyalty, faithfulness, and truth.
In addition, betrayal is frequently tied to the hero’s pursuit of love. T reachery by a
trusted companion forces a separation of the two lovers, creating a tension that can
only be resolved when the treason is exposed, the perpetrator punished, and the lovers
reunited. For example, the invidious steward from Amis and Amiloun, motivated by
“tresoun and gile”16 toward Amis, discloses the details of the romance between Amis
and Belisaunt to her father, forcing Amis to flee to his sworn-brother for assistance in
punishing the steward and effecting a reunion between himself and Belisaunt.17 Likewise, Bevis of Hampton describes how Josian is abducted by the treacherous
Ascopard, whom Bevis and his loyal companions must defeat before they can reunite
the two lovers. Medieval romance typically incorporates betrayal, therefore, in order
to facilitate the hero’s exile and thereby heighten the enjoyment of the anticipated
reunion of the loving couple. In her study of the formulaic structures of medieval
romance, Susan Wittig goes as far as to categorize betrayal as existing only within the
larger formula-unit of love and marriage, denying it agency as an independent sociopolitical threat.18 Unlike the treason encountered in other Middle English romances,
however, treason within the Gawain romances endangers not only the eponymous
hero, but also the wider Arthurian world in which that hero resides.19
Given treason’s prominent function in the development of such plot elements, it is
not surprising that many of the romances focusing on Sir Gawain also highlight the
threat of treason or the betrayal of trust. While the use of treason in the romances of
Sir Ga wain appears to be the employment of just another stereotypical theme designed to challenge the hero, it actually functions in a distinctive way that separates
these romances from other medieval romances. Unlike the previous examples of relationship treason, betrayal in the Gawain romances exists within a more complicated
political environment that intrudes upon a straightforward understanding of how traitorous actions impact these narratives. While other romances are free of the onus of
accumulated traditions and describe heroes capable of encountering and resolving
issues of treason within the context of their single narratives, the betrayal attached to
Sir Gawain is intensified by the cumulative portrayal of treason throughout the collec15

Ronald B. Herzman, Graham Drake, and Eve Salisbury, eds., King Horn (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval
Institute Publications, 1999), line 30 and line 650.
16 “ treason and guile”
17 Edward Foster, ed., Amis and Amiloun (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute Publications, 1997), line
407.
18 Susan Wittig, Stylistic and Narrative Structures in the Middle English Romances (Austin, TX: University of Texas P ress, 1978), 162.
19 References to the Gawain romances in this paper constitute Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and the
Awntyrs off Arthur. The scope of this analysis can be further expanded to include other romances featuring Gawain. The Stanzaic Morte Arthur and the Alliterative Morte Arthure, also classified as romances, provide the larger Arthurian background against which the romances can be read.
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tive Arthurian legend. Within the larger framework of these traditions, the treason in
the Gawain romances is no longer an obstacle only for the individual hero, but one
that echoes recurrent elements that are encountered at the conclusion of the Arthurian
legend with the destruction of the Round T able. As a consequence, it is impossible to
separate those romances centered on Sir Gawain from the collective weight of the
treason that precipitates Arthur’s ultimate downfall. Indeed, within the collective assortment of stories associated with the end of the Arthurian legend, the two most decisive moments of betrayal stand out as the adulterous love between Arthur’s Queen,
Guinevere, and Lancelot and Mordred’s rebellion against Arthur. Both of these
events are translated from the French source, the Mort Artu, into the Middle English
of the Stanzaic Morte Arthur.20 Although its narrative is altered slightly by the excision of the adultery of Guinevere and the addition Arthur’s conquest of Rome, the
Alliterative Morte Arthure also focuses on Mordred’s expropriation of England as the
ultimate betrayal. The links of shared Arthurian tradition would suggest that the poets
of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and the Awntyrs off Arthur, creating episodic
tales featuring characters pivotal to the larger story of Arthur’s downfall, are mindful
of how the inclusion of treason within their stories evokes or fits into the context of
the Arthurian cycle. Thus, Gawain’s close proximity to treason within these four
texts merits a closer investigation of the possible association each provides between
Sir Ga wain and the final betrayal of Arthur.21 The connection of Gawain to treason
may be lost in the larger, more epic betrayal of Arthurian literature, yet it is indicative
of a moral lassitude that the late medieval world saw as being as destructive as outright treason.
The story of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is undoubtedly the most distinguished of the Gawain romances. An elegant example of complex alliterative verse,
this poem captivates readers for both its stylistic grace and the moral uncertainty it
casts upon the nature of Sir Ga wain’s actions throughout the story. T hat the theme of
treason influences the narrative of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is unquestionably manifest in the opening lines of the poem, wherein the poet discusses the end of
the T rojan War and the destruction of T roy through betrayal. The poem begins:
Sithen the sege and the assaut watz sesed at Troye,
The borgh brittened and brent to brondez and askez,
The tulk that the trammes of tresoun ther wroght
Whatz tried for his tricherie, the trewest on erthe.
Hit watz Ennias the athel and his highe kynde
That sithen depreced provinces, and patrounes bicome
Welnegh of al the wele in the west iles. 22
20 Larry

D. Benson and Edward E. Foster, eds., The Death of Arthur: The Middle English Stanzaic Morte
Arthur and Alliterative Morte Arthure (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute P ublications, 1994), 1.
21 According to Marie Borroff, the manuscript of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is dated approximately to the late 14 th century, the general time that Larry Benson and Edward Foster also estimate for
the composition of The Stanzaic Morte Arthur and Alliterative Morte Arthure. The late fifteenthcentury date for The Awntyrs off Arthur cited by Thomas Hahn corresponds with Sir Thomas Malory’s
Morte Darthur, a contemporary version of the Arthurian legend based on the Stanzaic Morte Arthur
and Alliterative Morte Arthure.
22 “ Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,” The Broadview Anthology of British Literature: The Medieval
Period, eds., Joseph Black, et al.(Orchard P ark, NY: Broadview P ress, 2007), 236-7.
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Since the siege and the assault was ceased at Troy,
The wall breached and burnt down to brands and ashes,
The knight that had knotted the nets of deceit
Was impeached fo r his perfidy, proven most true,
That was high-born Aeneas and his haughty race
That since prevailed over provinces, and proudly reigned
Over well-nigh all the wealth of the West Isles. 23

While the image of T roy allows the poet to connect his medieval story with the
epic past of Virgil and Homer, it also emphasizes the destructive power of betrayal.
Opening and closing with the treasonous deeds of Aeneas and the repercussions of
Trojan defeat establishes the action of this Arthurian poem within a similar critical
framework, dominated by the value of truth and the danger of deception. In his book
Trawthe and Treason: The Sin of Gawain Reconsidered, Barron argues that the image
of the fall of Troy provides a positive perspective on Gawain’s moment of
“ vntrawþe”24 by linking him to the foundational role Aeneas comes to occupy as the
source of Roman and British heritage.25 Despite this optimistic interpretation of the
reference to T roy, Barron acknowledges that Sir Gawain and the Green Knight ends
“not with resolution but implication.”26 The betrayal evoked acts not only as a reconstitution of the Arthurian past, but also as a reference to the projected future of the
Arthurian legend, eventually fulfilled in the treason of the Stanzaic Morte Arthur.
Ga wain’s temptation at the castle Hautdesert represents the pivotal moment in the
narrative where Gawain’s decision to “ sware with trawthe”27 to exchange daily winnings with his host Bertilak is put to the test.28 Numerous critics agree that Gawain
violates this agreement by keeping the magical girdle offered by Bertilak’s wife. T he
concealment of the girdle forces Gawain to violate his word, and because he attempts
to hide the garment, he further compounds his culpability by consciously acting insincere during his exchange with Bertilak. As John Burrow points out, Gawain “ goes to
confession, rather than to Mass, because he realizes that he has sinned in agreeing to
conceal the gift of the girdle from Bertilak, against his promise; though, presumably,
he confesses this, he neither makes restitution (“ restituat ablata”) by returning the girdle nor resolves to sin no more (“ promittat cessare”).”29 Barron’s critical study of the
betrayal hinges on Gawain’s violation of not only his verbal agreement, established in
the “Exchange of Winnings,” but also his responsibility to honor the host-guest relationship.30 Gawain’s treason involves the violation of acceptable social and moral
behavior and thus necessitates his punishment at the Green Chapel before he can re23

Marie Borroff, trans. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight: A New Verse Translation (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1967), 1.
24 “ deception”
25 W. R. J Barron, Trawthe and Treason: The Sin of Gawain Reconsidered (Manchester: Manchester
University P ress, 1980), 140.
26 Ibid., 142.
27 “ swear with fidelity”
28 “ Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,” line 1108.
29 John Burrow, “ The Two Confession Scenes in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,” Sir Gawain and
Pearl: Critical Essays, Ed., Robert J. Blanch (London: Indiana University P ress, 1971), 126.
30 W. R. J Barron, 85.
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turn to his proper place in Arthurian society. Bertilak’s counterstroke allows Gawain
to suffer a symbolic form of the physical punishment that would normally accompany
the sentence of treason.31 T he Green Knight’s blow is followed by a moment of confession in which Gawain can cathartically express regret for his moral and social failings.32 Barron accepts both Gawain’s admission of guilt and his subsequent pardon
by the Green Knight as indicative of their reconciliation, allowing him to overcome
the blemish of his betrayal and return to Arthur once again as the “true” knight representing “chivalric virtues.”33 This interpretation, however, minimizes the effect of
Ga wain’s actions on the larger Arthurian corpus.
Despite the didactic episode in which the Green Knight enumerates the faults of
Sir Ga wain and Ga wain’s decision to keep the girdle as a constant reminder “ in
syngne of my surfet,”34 the girdle fails to act as a symbol of humility and virtue in
Arthur’s court. T he poem acknowledges the ineffectiveness of the green girdle as a
“token of untrawthe”35 because Arthur has transformed the very symbol of Sir Gawain’s treason and shame into a badge of honor that he extends to all the members of
his court, divesting the girdle of its original intent. The message of caution necessary
to guard the hero’s notions of truth and honesty is mislaid, stripping Gawain of the
physical reminder of his past follies and thus contributing to his ill-fated involvement
in the treachery of Lancelot and Mordred to follow. The repetition of the fall of T roy
immediately following this moment serves to confirm the apprehension of the audience that treason will again rear its head to continue the larger pattern of betrayal and
destruction that eventually consumes the Round Table.
It is notable that the Stanzaic Morte Arthur details Sir Ga wain’s personal involvement in both episodes concerning treasonous behavior. Although Gawain himself is
never explicitly labeled by the narrator as culpable in either the adulterous affair of
Lancelot and Guinevere or the rebellion of Mordred, his close relationship to these
deeds casts a questionable light over his character. Despite the absence of any overt
characterization of disloyalty in Sir Gawain, would a medieval audience have recognized his behavior in the Stanzaic Morte Arthur as worthy of the label of treason?
Closer examination of Gawain’s conduct prior to each moment of betrayal reveals
that his reputation is not above reproach. T urning first to the adulterous relationship
between Lancelot and Guinevere, the poet makes it very apparent to his audience that
Sir Ga wain and the other knights of the Round T able are conscious of the potentially
disastrous results should this adulterous love persist. The bonds of loyalty to their
king require them to reveal this “ criminal” activity to their sovereign. Despite the
dishonor that such a revelation would have on Arthur, it would provide the king with
the opportunity to punish those disloyal to him. By denying Arthur the appropriate
retribution for Lancelot’s treason and adultery, the knights undercut the king’s role as
the purveyor of justice. Moreover, adultery between Lancelot and the Queen also
31

W. R. J Barron, 120.
contrition is the first step toward absolution and reflects the beginning of his knightly redemption.
33 Ibid., 141.
34 “ in proclamation of my fault”
35 “ token of deception”
32 Gawain’s
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represents a breach in the marriage vows, the sacramental commitment uniting social
stability and religious belief. Lancelot’s infidelity, therefore, represents the ultimate
form of treason not only because he rejects the institutional authority of his feudal
superior but also because he desecrates the family relationship that links husband and
wife together through the Judeo-Christian doctrine of marriage. The stain of Lancelot’s treason also risks impeaching the honor of the other knights who are aware of it,
especially Sir Gawain for his counsel to ignore the danger. T he meeting to discuss
this matter between Agravain, Mordred, Gareth, and Ga wain reveals the depth of this
crisis for their characters. As they consider their response, Agravain asks,"How false
men shall we us make? / How long shall we hele and laine / T he tresoun of Launcelot
du Lake?”36 Agravain labels the knights aware of the adultery as co-conspirators in
Lancelot’s treason, and by remaining silent, the other Round T able members are only
facilitating the betrayal of their king by protecting him from the truth. As if Agravain’s charges do not contain enough reproach toward the other knights, he further
points out that Arthur is their “eme,”37 the uncle whose honor they are obligated to
safeguard in order to preserve their family’s honor.38 Despite all of these conditions,
however, Sir Ga wain expresses reluctance to expose the adultery to Arthur:
"Well wote we," said Sir Gawain,
"That we are of the kinges kin,
And Launcelot is so mikel of main
suche wordes were better blinne.
Well wot thou, brother Agravain,
sholde we but harmes win;
Yet were it better to hele and laine
war and wrak e thus to begin.”39

Ga wain’s reluctance to prevent adultery because of his concern over Lancelot’s
might is an ineffectual justification for becoming an unspoken collaborator in the betrayal of the king. Dieter Mehl comments that “ [t]his more pragmatic view leads him
to dissuade Agrawayn from doing anything rash, and it is evident that the author is on
Ga wayn’s side in the matter.”40 While Gawain’s reticence to denounce Lancelot allows him to sustain their friendship, it does not provide the moral excuse that Mehl
suggests. His decision not to resolve the threat of treason facing his king makes him
culpable for allowing Lancelot’s behavior to continue. In the sense that Gawain must
mask his true opinion of the situation before Arthur, he is likewise guilty of treason in
36 Larry

D. Benson and Edward E. Foster, eds., Stanzaic Morte Arthur and Alliterative Morte Arthure
(Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute P ublications, 1994), lines 1677-9. “ Why should we make ourselves traitors? / How long should we conceal and hide / the treason of Launcelot du Lake? ”
37 “ uncle”
38 Ibid., line 1681.
39 Ibid., lines 1688 – 1695. “ We know well,” said Sir Gawain / “ that we are the kinsmen of the king, but
Lancelot has so great a power / that such words are better stopped. You know well, brother Agravain, /
that we would only win harm from that; / so it is better to hide and conceal it / than to begin war and
destruction”
40
Dieter Mehl, “ The Longer Romances,” The Middle English Romances of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries (London: Routledge and Kegan P aul, 1969), 188.
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that he must employ deception to conceal the relationship. This problematic betrayal
by Gawain is further highlighted when Agravain reveals Lancelot’s true feelings toward the Queen to Arthur. Within this exchange he says: “ And we have false and
traitours been / T hat we ne wolde never to you diskere.”41 In bringing the adultery to
light, Agravain unequivocally makes charges of treason not only against Lancelot but
also against the plural pronoun “ we,” implicating himself and all other knights with a
knowledge of the affair. T here is no excuse for Gawain’s concealment of the adultery
once it is made public, and there can be no circumvention of Gawain’s guilt as he too
is drawn into the treasonous cover-up that eventually destroys Arthurian society.
If the implication of one treasonous act is not enough, the Stanzaic Morte Arthur
places Sir Ga wain in close relationship with another act of treason: the rebellion of
Mordred. Like his prior involvement in Lancelot’s betrayal of the Round T able, the
poet never unequivocally connects Sir Gawain with the label of traitor. Instead,
Mordred’s usurpation of the rule of England in Arthur’s absence is the focus of all of
the narrator’s acrimonious language. In addition to referring to him as a traitor and
his acts as treasonous, the poem mentions that he swears “ by Judas that Jesus sold.”42
Such comparisons certainly taint Mordred’s actions as overwhelmingly immoral, yet
it is through the actions of Sir Gawain that Mordred receives the position of power
that enables him to seize control of Arthur’s realm. T he severe reversal of Gawain’s
earlier defense of his friendship with Lancelot, prompted by the death of Gawain’s
kinsmen at Lancelot’s hands, results in an unhealthy desire for revenge. Indeed, Gawain’s pursuit of vengeance forces him to compromise his loyalty on political, religious, and even personal levels. T he destruction elicited by the war between the
forces of Arthur and Lancelot is so widespread and violent that even the Pope steps in
to demand that “ [but] they accorded well in trewth/he wolde the land.”43 Ga wain,
however, does not wish to end the pursuit of Lancelot:
But Gawain was of herte so keen
to him wolde he never assent
To make accord them between
any life were in him lente. 44

Ga wain deliberately refuses to make the peace “ in trewth” required by the Pope,
opting instead to conceal his hatred for Lancelot until he can revive the conflict. This
movement away from reconciliation requires Gawain to be disloyal to the spiritual
and moral authority of the Pope, betraying the bonds of his Christian faith in pursuit
of a worldly vengeance. T his betrayal extends beyond a simple religious conflict by
undermining the royal authority of Arthur, requiring him to leave the administration
of his kingdom in Mordred’s hands. Although the poet never names Gawain as a trai41

Larry D. Benson and Edward E. Foster, eds., lines 1734-5. “ And we have been false and treacherous /
because we did not wish to disclose this to you”
42 Ibid., line 3250.
43 Ibid., lines 2253-4. “ unless they truly reached a settlement / he would place the land under interdiction”
44 Ibid, lines 2274-7. “ but Gawain was so warlike in his heart / that he did not wish to ever assent / to
make peace between them / while any life was left in him”
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tor, it is his underhanded decision to extend the truce to Lancelot without effecting a
lasting reconciliation that sets in motion the events that lead to the downfall of the
Arthurian court. Thus, in the same way that Sir Gawain appears indirectly linked to
the perpetuation of Lancelot’s adulterous treason, he also obliquely shares responsibility for fomenting the revolution of Mordred by perpetuating Arthur’s absence from
his kingdom.
Drawing on motifs akin to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, the Awntyrs off Arthur is a poem that also focuses on the exploits of Sir Gawain while providing the
Arthurian characters an explicit admonition against the danger of treason. As T homas
Hahn describes the poem:
Like Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and other alliterative poems, Awntyrs relies
upon a remarkably literate improvisation, activating what is already inside the audience through its established formulas;…The repetitions within Awntyrs at the level of
phrase, line, stanza, and episode are calcul ated not to appear novel, but to resonate
with what the audience brings to the poem, at the level of conscious memory and o f a
cultural unconscious. 45

Where the poem has the most relevance for the discussion of Arthurian treason is
the encounter of Sir Gawain and Guinevere with the ghost of Guinevere’s mother,
who carries a supernatural message for both the Queen and Gawain. These cautionary words are designed to foreshadow the eventual transgression that will lead to the
ruin of Arthur’s kingdom. Guinevere’s mother warns her against the sins of carnality
that threaten to corrupt her soul. She says: “That is luf paramour, listes and delites /
That has me light and laft logh in a lake.”46 Guinevere’s promise to rectify her
mother’s spiritual condition reflects an intention to guard against the vice of lust, as
well as to provide the necessary religious services to ransom her mother’s captive
soul. Despite the Queen’s apparent extolling of virtuous life, the events of this poem
are contrasted with the other traditions surrounding the eventual fall of Arthur’s kingdom. T he Alliterative Morte Arthure contrasts the piety and faithfulness espoused by
the Queen in the Awntyrs by describing Mordred’s betrayal: “ He has wedded
Waynorher to wife holdes, / And a child is y-shaped,the chaunce is no better!”47 T he
disturbing realization that Mordred’s treason has the potential to usurp Arthur’s legitimate rule by the production of a bastard child with his Queen brings the treason right
back to the carnal sins that threaten to overwhelm the spirit of Guinevere’s mother.
The sins attached to female sexuality are here amplified in the Alliterative Morte Arthure as a threat not only to the soul of the Queen in the commission of adultery, but
they spread further to include the larger political risk to national unity should this
treason lead to dynastic civil warfare. Moreover, the poet of Awntyrs provides Sir
Ga wain with a direct warning against treason in this spectral prophecy:
45

Thomas Hahn, ed., “ The Awntyrs off Arthur,” Sir Gawain: Eleven Romances and Tales (Kalamazoo,
MI: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995), 173.
46 Ibid., lines 213-4. “ The cause is sexual love, pleasures and delights, / that has brought me low and left
me deep”
47 Larry D. Benson and Edward E. Foster, eds., lines 3575-6. “ He has married Guinevere and keeps her
as his wife / and if a child is conceived, the situation is not better!”
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Sir Gawain with a direct warning against treason in this spectral prophecy:
That sege shal be sesede at a sesone
That myche baret and bale to Bretayn shal
bring.
Hit shal in Tuskan be tolde of the treson,
And ye shullen turne ayen for the tydynge. 48

Just as in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, despite Sir Ga wain’s possession of
the essential knowledge to prevent Arthur’s downfall, the warning is lost among the
bustle of the court. With the appearance of Sir Galeron challenging Gawain in combat, the narrative shifts away from the concerns over future betrayal and toward the
preservation of the honor and reputation of the Round Table. Arthur expresses apprehension over Gawain’s decision to fight Sir Galeron by arguing, “ I nolde for no lordeshipp se thi life lorne.”49 Ironically, the Alliterative Morte Arthure describes how
Ga wain’s dedication to killing the treacherous Mordred, in fact, requires him to sacrifice his life to ensure Arthur’s lordship over Britain. Ga wain’s combats in the Awntyrs off Arthur and the Alliterative Morte Arthure share interesting parallels that suggest a link between the poems. Both of Gawain’s opponents are eager to fight against
the knight in spite of their problematic standing within the community. Sir Galeron
admits freely to Arthur that his lands are “ wonen hem in were,”50 thus making them
legitimate spoils of war for Arthur to pass on to Gawain in reward for his service, yet
in the same line Galeron suggests that the victory is obtained through “a wrange
wile,”51 directly accusing either Arthur (as conqueror) or Ga wain (as recipient of the
land) of questionable morals.52 Galeron, despite being an outsider in Arthur’s court,
does not hesitate to press his claim. Likewise, as Mordred prepares for battle against
Ga wain, the Alliterative Morte Arthure records “ [he] ne shuntes for no shame but
shewes full high!”53 Despite the narrator’s criticism of Mordred as a traitor, he is described as not shrinking from the fight, but rather embracing his role in spite of the
stigma it may incur. As Ga wain faces both determined enemies, these scenes are
laden with matching descriptions of brutal combat, involving weapons that slide before delivering the killing blow, and each results in Gawain suffering almost identical
injuries to his head and neck.54 Gawain’s neck injury is reminiscent of the nick on the
neck he receives from Bertilak as punishment in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.
Likewise, the Alliterative Morte Arthure concludes with a description of Arthur’s
48

Thomas Hahn, ed., lines 289-92. “ This knight will be empowered for a time / and bring great strife
and sorrow to Britain / This treason will be announced in Tuscany /and because of the news you will
turn back”
49 Ibid., line 470. “ I would not see your life lost for any honor”
50 “ won in combat”
51 “ an unjust trick”
52 Thomas Hahn, ed., line 421.
53 Larry D. Benson and Edward E. Foster, eds., line 3715. “ he does not hide himself because of shame,
but shows himself proudly”
5 4 Described in line 582 in the Awntyrs off Arthur as “ [h]e gurdes to Sir Gawayn / Throgh ventaile and
pesayn” and in line 3857 as “ [t]hrough the helm and the hed on high on the brain;” in the Alliterative
Morte Arthure.
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lineage, citing: “That was of Ectores blude, the kinge son of T roy.”55 Thus, these parallel passages imply a connection among all of these poems, one in which treason
serves as the indicator of wider moral decay and the inevitable catalyst that joins the
Awntyrs to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, the Alliterative Morte Arthure, and the
Stanzaic Morte Arthur within the larger conflict that betrayal will eventually bring to
the Arthurian world.
The many references to treason throughout the corpus of medieval literature suggest that the medieval audiences of these texts shared a common concern about the
destructive nature of disloyalty. Because of the dependence on credibility, necessary
for religious, political, and even personal bonds, treason represents the ultimate threat
to social stability. T he wide-ranging nature of treason extends beyond just offenses
against the larger units of authority within the community, such as the king and the
Church, to include, on a personal level, the corruption of an individual’s moral values. T hese apprehensions are embedded in medieval narratives, particularly romances, which highlight traitors for their relationships to those betrayed and their
credibility before abusing the bonds of loyalty. T reason within the Gawain romances,
however, functions in a unique way by placing the actions of betrayal within a wider
context of the Arthurian legend. Both Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and the
Awntyrs off Arthur include themes about treachery that relate to the larger continuing
elements of betrayal in the conclusions of the Stanzaic Morte Arthur and the Alliterative Morte Arthure. In framing Sir Gawain and the Green Knight between images of
Troy’s betrayal, the poet sets the tone for what will happen to Gawain as his faithfulness is tested both in this story and in the larger Arthurian narrative. The use of the
female’s seductive power to facilitate Gawain’s eventual breach of trust parallels
Guinevere’s role in the ultimate destruction of the Round Table. This critical moral
decay of Arthur’s court is further highlighted by the lack of reception for the girdle as
the symbolic representation of Gawain’s personal failure. Likewise, the Awntyrs off
Arthur includes similarly explicit warnings against moral and political betrayal given
directly to Gawain and Guinevere. As in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, in the
larger context of the Arthurian story, neither admonition succeeds in amending the
characters’ fates. T hus, the connection between Sir Gawain and treason within the
Middle English romances provides an interesting perspective on the moral and social
repercussions of betrayal, one that also operates within the larger context of the Arthurian world.

55

Larry D. Benson and Edward E. Foster, eds., line 4343. “ he was of Hector’s blood, son of the king of
Troy”
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Abstract. There is a rapid growth in the number of applications using
sensitive and personal information on the World Wide Web. This growth
creates an urgent need to maintain the anonymity of the participants in many
web transactions and to preserve the privacy o f their sensitive data during
data dissemination over the web. First, maintaining the anonymity of users
on the World Wide Web is essential for a number o f web applications. Anonymity cannot be assured by single interested individuals or an org anization
but requires participation from other web nodes owned by other entities.
Second, preserving the privacy o f sensitive data is another v ery important
issue in web transactions. Today, exchanging and sharing personal data between various participants in web transactions endangers privacy. In this
article, we discuss various research directions and challeng es that need to be
addressed while trying to accomplish our goal of maintaining the anonymity
of participants and preserving the privacy o f sensitive data in web transactions. To maintain anonymity of participants in a web transaction, we propose a method based on the modi fied fo rm o f the club mechanism with economic incentives, a solution which rests upon the Prisoner’s Dilemma approach. We compare our app roach to other well-known dat a-sharing approach es such as Crowds, Tor, Tarzan and LPWA. To maintain the privacy
of sensitive data, we propose a solution based on privacy-preserving data
dissemination (P2D2). We also present a solution to implement our approach using Semantic Web Rule Languages and Jena—a Java-based in ference engine.

1. Introduction
Through a broad range of devices such as computers, personal digital assistants
(PDAs), cell phones, and other web-enabled devices, the World Wide Web is now
reaching the widest audience ever. There is growth in the number of computer applications that use sensitive and personal information such as medical data, credit card
numbers, and other personally identifiable information. This creates an urgent need
to maintain the anonymity of the participants in web transactions and to preserve the
privacy of their sensitive data during data dissemination over the web. T o maintain
the anonymity of the communicating parties, we must make the source and destination
of the data untraceable. We can define the privacy of a party as the capability to hide
sensitive data from entities that are not entitled to view it.
* Accepted for publication on April 24, 2007
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Maintaining the anonymity of users on the World Wide Web is essential in a number of web applications. For example, some users may want to participate in a Usenet
discussion without revealing their identities. Some examples of such discussions include: (a) a discussion list for patients with sensitive diseases like AIDS, (b) the exchange of politically or socially subversive ideas, and (c) the expression of an opinion, such as a comment about one’s supervisor, which may have repercussions if the
identity of the author is revealed [Dura03].
Anonymity cannot be created by a single interested individual or by an organization, but requires participation from other web nodes owned by other entities. The
more nodes participating in the mixing of the traffic, the better the anonymity, but
establishing and maintaining trust among a large number of nodes can be a major impediment to sustaining such a framework. Each node is dependent on other nodes for
protecting its anonymity, and hence, an appropriate economic incentive could be one
of the solutions for managing distributed trust in such a framework [JeLB04].
Preserving privacy of sensitive data is another very important issue in web transactions. Today, exchanging and sharing personal data between various participants in
web transactions endangers privacy. For example, in the healthcare domain, the age
and sex of a patient and the month of discharge from the hospital are sufficient to
identify the patient in a limited population. Likewise, knowing two childbirth dates is
enough to identify one woman in a sizeable population [KDT C04].
Typical web transactions are two-party transactions. The strength of a party in a
transaction is defined as the capability to demand private information from another
party and the enforcements available when the other party refuses to comply
[JeLB04].
To maintain anonymity of participants in a web transaction, we propose a method
based on the modified form of the club mechanism with economic incentives
[JeLB04], a solution which rests upon the Prisoner’s Dilemma approach. We compare
our approach to other well-known data-sharing approaches such as Crowds
[ReRu97], T OR [TorO06], T arzan [FrMo02] and Lucent Personalized Web Assistant
(LPWA) [GGKM99].
To maintain the privacy of sensitive data, we propose a solution based on privacypreserving data dissemination (P2D2) [LiBh06]. We also present a solution to implement our approach using Semantic Web Languages and a Java-based inference engine
supporting Semantic Web Languages.
The rest of this article is broadly divided as follows: in Section 2, we discuss anonymizing participants in web transactions in general; in Section 3, we describe preserving the privacy of sensitive data in web transactions; in Section 4, we discuss
various existing methods and our proposed solution for anonymizing participants in
web transactions; in Section 5, we discuss our proposed solution for preserving privacy of sensitive data in web transactions, and in Section 6, we present our conclusion.
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2. Anonymizing Participants in Web Transactions
2.1.

Introduction

This section provides a brief explanation for the need to anonymize web transactions. An analysis of traffic over the web provides valuable information about the participants in web transactions. This information includes the IP address from which the
participant’s geographical location can be determined. Furthermore, a lot about the
habits of the participant can be deduced by tracking the sites she visits frequently, the
number of messages sent or received during the day, and with whom the participant
interacts the most on the web and at what time of the day she usually browses the
web.
Maintaining the anonymity of participants in web transactions is one of the greatest challenges for researchers today. The failure of a commercial solution—Freedom
Networks initiated by Zero Knowledge Systems—further raises a question about this
scenario [JeLB04]. The designers of this network admit that the network failed because the company could not sell its services to a sufficient number of clients to cover
its costs.
This section describes the existing club mechanism with economic incentives
[JeLB04] and its drawbacks, and the alternate design approaches that we considered
to maintain the anonymity of the participants in web transaction.

2.2.

Club Mechanism with Economic Incentives

In this section, we address a method to anonymize web transactions using club
mechanism with economic incentives. The method uses an economic scheme in
which each participant has to pay the central authority a one-time initiation fee and
fines for misbehavior. In the model, each web transaction is considered as a Prisoner’s Dilemma where two players have the option of cooperating or defecting while
maintaining each other’s anonymity. T able 1 shows the Prisoner’s Dilemma in which
the agent can either defect (D) or cooperate (C).
Table 1. The P risoner’s Dilemma ga me used in the club mechanism
with economic incentives (cf. [JeLB04]).

C

D

C

P t, P t

-P t, P t + l

D

P t + l t, -Pt

-P t+ l

t,

t

-Pt + l t

Let P t be the benefit from the privacy protection received by an agent within the
time period t. Therefore, P t is the cost of privacy violation if it is suffered by a violation by an agent within the time period t. Also, l t is the benefit from disclosing the
privacy of another agent within time period t. T he assumption made is that the benefits gained from privacy protection are higher than the benefits received by sacrificing
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the partner’s privacy (i.e., P t > l t). Also, both parties in the web transaction have symmetric privacy needs.
The club mechanism with economic incentives consists of a Central Repository
(CR) that randomly matches any two nodes (or club members) to perform a web
transaction. Each club member is called an agent. During a web transaction, each
agent has the option of either cooperating or defecting. If the original sender of the
message feels that the intermediate agents have cheated on him by revealing his anonymity, then he reports it to the CR. If the CR discovers the fraudulent agent, the
agent has to pay a fine to the original sender of the message whose privacy has been
violated.
The next section describes various design approaches for anonymizing web transactions.

2.3. Alternative Designs for Anonymizing Web Transactions
In this section, we discuss the use of our design for a bidding application. This is
only an example since our design can be used for other web applications as well. A
bidding system is one in which each bidder places a bid for the product on sale, with
the highest bidder winning the right to buy the product. Three approaches that were
considered for the design of maintaining the anonymity of web transactions are described next.
Single point of failure
B

CR

B

S

S- Seller
B - Bidder
CR - Central Repository

B
B

Figure 1. Dependency on a Central Repository, indicating a single point of failure.

2.3.1. Approach 1: Complete Dependency on a Central Repository
Figure 1 illustrates this approach. Only one seller is shown for simplicity. In the
case of multiple sellers, each of them must inform the central repository about the
product they want to put up for sale.
Any club member can be a buyer or seller. The Central Repository (CR) maintains
a database with the ratings of each buyer and seller based on her past transactions. If
the buyer or seller violates certain rules of the club she has to pay a fine to the CR.
The advantages of this approach are that the seller is unaware of the identity of the
buyer and various buyers bid for the product with their anonymity maintained. T he
architecture is not complex; however, it does have some drawbacks.
First, there is a single point of failure, namely, the CR. T he CR stores the club
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members’ ratings and controls solely all of the web transactions. Second, a large
amount of bandwidth would be required for the web transactions to be performed efficiently.
2.3.2. Approach 2: Reduced Dependency on a Central Repository

L2

B1
S

L3

CR

B2

Lawyers
randomly
selected
by the CR

L4

L1
B3

Figure 2. The CR is responsible for assigning a lawyer for each buyer.

B1

L2

S

L1

L3

B2

L4

B3

Li - lawyer for
the i-th bidder

Figure 3. Once each buyer is assigned a lawyer, the CR no longer
participates in the web transaction.

The term lawyer is used to denote a club member who himself does not wish to
bid but who bids on behalf of other club members who want to maintain anonymity
while bidding. Figure 2 illustrates an approach in which the CR assigns a lawyer to
each bidder.
In this approach, the CR assigns a la wyer to each buyer and seller (see Figure 2).
These lawyers then perform the transaction. In the example shown in Figure 3, the
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lawyer L2 knows that B1 is a bidder, and the lawyer L1 knows that S is the seller. L2
does not have any other information about the other participants in the web transaction, i.e., the other bidders and the actual seller of the product. As shown in Figure 3,
the CR no longer participates in the web transaction, and the anonymity of the seller
and the bidders are still maintained.
This approach has its advantages. First of all, the dependency on the CR is largely
reduced, and the amount of Internet resources is reduced compared to our previous
approach. This is because, once the CR has assigned a lawyer to the seller and to each
bidder, the CR no longer participates in the web transaction unless a fraud—such as a
privacy violation by a lawyer, bidder, or seller—is reported. However, the number of
buyers in the club for a particular product should be less than the number of lawyers.
Note that the role of the CR cannot be ignored even though it is reduced, and that we
still have a single point of failure.
2.3.3. Approach 3: Using Opportunistic Networks
ONi – i-th oppnet node
ON2

B2
CR

S

Lawyers
randomly
selected
by CR

ON3

B3

ON4

ON1
B4

Figure 4. Using opportunistic networks as lawyers. In this approach, the number
of lawyers in the club need not be more than the number of bidders.

In the above-mentioned approach, the number of bidders for a particular product
must be less than the number of lawyers for the club mechanism to function. In this
section, we propose a remedy to this limitation by using the approach used in opportunistic networks known as helpers [LiKG06, LKBG06]. In this approach (cf. Figure
4), the club members using the capabilities of oppnets may invite other nodes (who
become helpers) that are not a part of the club to perform the function of a lawyer.
The new node is assigned this lawyer role only and cannot participate as a bidder.
This approach ensures that the anonymity of the participating bidders is mainThe Hilltop Review,
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tained. The helpers do not have any idea about the other participating nodes and must
leave the club once their task is done.

2.4. Comparison of Discussed Design Methods
In the approaches discusse d above, we rejected the Complete Dependency on a CR
(Approach 1) and the Reduced Dependency on a CR (Approach 2) due to their dependency on a CR leading to a single point of failure. In Approach 2, even though
the dependency is reduced, the number of lawyers must be greater than the number of
participants in the web transaction for the club mechanism to function. By using opportunistic networks with helpers (Approach 3), we overcome these drawbacks.

3. Preserving Privacy in Web Transactions
3.1. Introduction
In this section, we discuss a solution to preserve the privacy of sensitive data
based on a scheme for privacy-preserving data dissemination [LiBh06]. T he owner of
the data is an individual, a system, or an institution. The proposed scheme ensures
that the data shared on the web is controlled by its owner. We use the term guardian
to describe an entity that the owner trusts with the collection, processing, storage, and
dissemination of the sensitive data. A guardian may pass sensitive data to a subsequent guardian. The risks of privacy violations grow when each guardian shares this
private data.
Section 3.2 presents an overview of the Privacy-Preserving Data Dissemination
(P2D2) approach. Section 3.3 describes semantic web rule languages, and Section 3.4
describes a few design approaches that we considered for maintaining the privacy of
sensitive data in a web transaction.

3.2. Privacy-Preserving Data Dissemination
We first need to indicate that an entity can gain a higher level of trust in the eyes
of another entity by sharing some of its sensitive information with the other entity. As
an example, when a person downloads a trial version of software from a software distributing website, he needs to provide sensitive information such as email address,
home address, phone number, city and zip code. The website then sends the key for
the software the individual downloaded to his email address. In this example, an individual shares sensitive information with a website in order to gain its trust by establishing that he is a genuine user.
In a web transaction, one of the interacting parties is stronger; therefore the
weaker party may need to share private information to gain a higher level of trust.
The stronger party may choose to share this information with other parties, thus leaving the weaker party with little or no control over its private information. The idea
proposed by this scheme is to bundle, or bind, this sensitive data with metadata, or
rules, that must be followed by sharing this sensitive data. The metadata must be
agreed upon by the owner of the sensitive data. T he proposed scheme is of great importance for healthcare providers, researchers, online banking systems, and for customers and businesses who exchange sensitive information, like credit card numbers.
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The terms “ sensitive data” or “private data” may be used interchangeably.
We now discuss the operation of the proposed scheme in a healthcare environment
[LiBh06]. If a patient or data owner provides her health information to a nurse via an
electronic health record (EHR) application (primary guardian), then the EHR application obtains the patient’s privacy preferences, and creates a bundle consisting of the
patient’s data coupled with the metadata, which includes the patient’s preferences and
hospital’s policies. If the data are distributed further, they must include the entire bundle. Passing a bundle to a subsequent guardian is permitted only if it complies with
the patient’s privacy preferences and hospital policies.
If a bundle enters an environment where the conditions do not comply with those
specified in the metadata, the contents must not be revealed. P2D2 proposes two approaches: apoptosis and adaptive evaporation. In the former, either all or no data are
revealed. In the latter, part of the data is revealed while the rest is not. T hese two approaches are discussed further in Section 3.4.2. We require semantic web languages
to define rules and other policies for data dissemination in the metadata. We must
then parse these rules, and depending on the environmental conditions, we must be
able to infer whether or not the data should be shared. A rule engine is required for
this purpose.

3.3. Semantic Web Languages
The Semantic Web is a mesh of information linked up in such a way as to be easily
processable by machines on a global scale. It can be thought of as being an efficient
way of representing data on the World Wide Web or as a globally linked database
[Palm01]. The Semantic Web is generally built on syntaxes that use Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) to represent data. A URI is a web identifier, like the strings
starting with “http:” or “ftp:” [Palm01]. The Resource Description Framework (RDF)
utilizes three URIs to represent data on the web. Once information is in the RDF
form, it becomes easy to machine-process it, since RDF is a generic format and has
many existing parsers.
When information needs to be processed (as opposed to situations in which the
content only needs to be presented), we need a language to represent the meaning of
terms in vocabularies and the relationships between those terms. This representation
of terms and their interrelationships is called ontology [McFr04]. The OWL Web Ontology Language is use d in situations in which data need to be processed automatically, such as in P2D2. In P2D2, we need to include some rules, defined by the
owner of the data and the guardians. The Semantic Web Rule Language ( SWRL) can
be used for defining such rules. We also require a rule-based inference engine that can
infer whether or not the data must be shared, given the metadata and current environmental conditions. We decided to use Jena as this engine. Jena is a Java framework
for building Semantic Web applications.

3.4. S olutions for Anonymizing Participants in Web Transactions
T wo approaches that were considered for maintaining the privacy of sensitive data
in web transactions are described next. T he terms rules and conditions are used interchangeably.
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Owner hands over data to primary
guardian with certain condit ions

SG-1

O - Owner
PG - Primary Guardian
SG - Secondary Guardian
TG - Tertiary Guardian

PG

O

SG-2

PG disseminates data to SG
with more conditions, i.e.,
Con(O) + Con(PG)

SG-3

TG-1

SG disseminates data to
TG with its own restrictions plus restrictions of

Figure 5. Sharing of data between guardians.

Data + Metadata
(rules)

O

Data + Metadata
(rules)

PG

SG

O - Owner
PG - Primary Guardian
SG - Secondary Guardian

Figure 6. Dissemination of data and metadata among guardians.

3.4.1. Approach 1: No Bundling of Data and Metadata
This section describes an approach in which the data and metadata are not bundled
together. At each stage, the intermediate guardians must make sure that the data are
shared conforming to the metadata. Figure 5 shows how the data are disseminated
from the owner (O) to the primary, secondary, and tertiary guardians.
Characteristics of an approach in which data and metadata are not bundled together can be described as follows:
1. The owner specifies some conditions that must be met before the PG disseminates
the owner’s data to a secondary guardian.
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2. It is then the responsibility of the PG to check whether the SG is a legitimate user
or not.
3. The PG adds its own conditions before permitting data transfer, which, coupled
with the conditions posed by the owner, must be met by the SG.
4. The cycle continues, with the SG then adding its own conditions, along with
those of the O and the PG, before passing information to a T G.
5. Note that, before passing the data to the next guardian, at each interface certain
conditions have to be checked.
A question that arises is: how do we trust these guardians? The approach discusse d
next bundles metadata and data so that we do not depend on a guardian for preserving
privacy in data dissemination.
3.4.2. Approach 2: Bundling Data and Metadata
In this approach, we combine data and metadata into a single bundle. Figure 6
shows how this is done. An inference engine is used to decide whether the bundle can
be shared or not. Metadata has to be coded in a Semantic Web standard so that it can
be parsed by the inference engine.
Characteristics of the approach in which the data and metadata are bundled together can be described as follows:
1. In this approach, we do not need to depend on the intermediate guardians to
check whether the conditions stated by the owner are met or not.
2. T he PG, SG, etc., do not add their own conditions but simply transfer data
when asked for them.
3. T he data itself contain software that checks for certain conditions that must
be checked before allowing the user to access it.
4. T he data must be encrypted.
In the approaches discussed a bove, we specify ways in which the rules/conditions
in the metadata must be verified before sharing the data. However, if these rules/
conditions are not met, either part or the entire data must not be disseminated. We
discuss two mechanisms to prevent the dissemination of sensitive data in web transactions that do not satisfy the rules/conditions in the metadata. These are apoptosis and
adaptive evaporation.
A. Apoptosis
A bundle about to be compromised chooses apoptosis over risking a privacy disclosure. In this approach, apoptosis destroys both data and metadata to prevent inferences from metadata. The apoptosis mechanism within a bundle can be implemented
as a set of detectors setting off the associated apoptosis code. The code is activated
when detectors determine a credible threat of a successful attack on the bundle by any
host. Detectors find the bundle’s trust level for a host based on information from multiple sources. These sources include a reputation databases, a source guardian’s firsthand experience, and its second-hand opinions obtained from neighbors [LiBh06].
A detector in a bundle scheduled to arrive at a host with a trust level below a certain threshold will discover danger and will trigger apoptosis. There are different
apoptosis threshold levels for hosts with different access permissions to private data.
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Threshold triggering apoptosis
100%
Bundle
content

Threat level
Figure 7. Apoptosis

100%
Bundle
content

Threat level
Figure 8. Adaptive evaporation.

For example, higher trust levels are usually expected of the patient’s home clinic than
from a clinic visited by a vacationing patient [LiBh06].
Figure 7 illustrates the mechanism of apoptosis in which the bundle self-destructs
once the threshold limit for the threat level is reached. At the moment when apoptosis
occurs, the bundle content goes from 100% to 0%.
B. Adaptive Evaporation
Perfect passing of bundles is not always desirable. If bundles can be captured by
attackers, their owners want to see their data evaporated partially (e.g., have them deidentified) with the most sensitive data evaporating first. The more threatening the
environment, the larger the portion of the bundle that evaporates. To prevent inferences from metadata, all metadata evaporate in step with the associated data and in a
manner that does not compromise data privacy in any other way. For instance, an
owner’s preferences for the owner’s data never evaporate earlier than the data they
protect [LiBh06]. Figure 8 illustrates this mechanism.
A number of different metrics were considered for the adaptive control of the
evaporation. First, the trust level can be obtained—as discussed for apoptosis—and
used to control the required degree of evaporation. Second, in some environments,
trust is directly proportional to the physical distance from the data owner. Third, distance can be defined in a more sophisticated way, such as in terms of data dissemination hops [LiBh06].
Instances of data evaporation include replacing exact data with approximate data,
or up-to-date values with outdated values. Evaporation can be applied to images as
well. For example, a close-up photo of a person can be replaced with a distant wholeThe Hilltop Review,
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body photo [LiBh06].
Apoptosis can be considered a special case of adaptive evaporation, which follows
a step function with a constant minimum value (no evaporation) initially and the
maximum value (complete evaporation) above a certain threshold.

4. Solution for Anonymizing Participants in Web Transactions
In this section we disc uss existing systems providing anonymity to users. We analyze them for methods, algorithms, or protocols that will be useful for providing an
optimal solution to maintain anonymity of the participants during a web transaction.
We first discuss methods available in current research and publications before putting
forward our proposed solution.

4.1. Analysis of Existing Methods
In this section we discuss existing systems that are useful for maintaining participant anonymity in web transactions.
4.1.1 Tor
The primary goal of Tor [T orO06] is to prevent traffic analysis. T his means that an
attacker should not be able to trace the originator and the destination of a message if
she intercepts a part of the message. The Internet data packet consists of a header that
carries control information and the data payload. The data payload can be encrypted,
but the header can reveal important information such as the data source, destination,
and the size of the data. The identity of the sender can be revealed to an attacker
through this packet header, hence forcing the sender to lose his anonymity. Encryption will not help prevent traffic analysis as we can only encrypt the data payload.
Alice
Alice

Jane

Dave

Bob

Jane

Dave

Bob

Figure 9a. Step 1 of Tor operation: Alice’s Tor
Figure 9b. Step 2 of Tor operation: Alice’ s Tor
client obtains a list of Tor nodes from the directory client picks a random path to the destination server
server Dave (cf. (TorO06]). Tor nodes are shown
Bob. Solid arrows represent encrypted links, and
as computers with black screens. The dotted-line
dotted-line arrows represent non-encrypted links
arrow represents a non-encrypted link.
(cf. [ TorO06]).

T he design concept used by T or is similar to using a convoluted, hard-to-follow
route in order to throw off a pursuer, and then periodically erasing one’s footprints.
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Alice

Jane

Dave

Bob

Figure 9c. Step 3 of Tor operation: If Alice wants to access
Jane’s site now, Alice’s Tor client selects random path to
Jane’s site (cf. [TorO06]).

Instead of taking a direct route from source to the destination, the data packets on the
Tor network take a random pathway through several servers that cover their tracks so
no observer at any single point can tell where the data came from or where they are
going.
To create a private network pathway with Tor, the user’s software or client incrementally builds a circuit of encrypted connections through servers on the network.
This is shown in Figure 9a, in which Alice’s Tor client obtains a list of Tor nodes
from the directory server Dave. Since the circuit is incremented one hop at a time,
and each server along the way knows only the server that gave it data and the server
to which it is giving data, no individual server ever knows the complete path that a
data packet has taken. At each hop, the client uses a separate set of encryption keys to
ensure that each hop cannot trace these connections as they pass through.
Once a circuit has been established, many kinds of data can be exchanged and several different sorts of software applications can be deployed over the Tor network.
Since each server sees no more than a single hop in the circuit, it is impossible for an
eavesdropper to use traffic analysis to link the connection’s source and destination.
Figure 9b shows how Alice’s T or client communicates with the server Bob. In Figure
9c, Alice’s Tor client communicates with a different server, Jane, using a different
path. Note that in Figures 9a through 9c the Tor nodes (shown as computers with
black screens) in the private network selected by Alice’s Tor client remain the same,
though the path taken is different.
4.1.2. LPWA—Lucent Personalized Web Assistant
The LPWA [LPWA00] is a tool that is used for personalized services on the web.
Personalized web services are web pages that are tailored to the individual user. An
example is a personalized news webpage, where a user specifies the type of news articles of interest to the user and the website displays only such articles. To achieve this,
the website requires the user to create an account first so that it can store the preferences and associate them with a particular user. T he drawback to this approach is that
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these user accounts may be used by other parties as a means of deducing the user’s
browsing habits. Other user information (including the user’s current location) can be
made available to the websites due to the nature of the HTTP protocol and the cookie
mechanism. Many websites also send junk email based on the browsing preferences
of the users. Thus, there is a need to provide a service that can prevent users from being “ recognized” when they return to their user accounts. Further, this will help in
reducing junk email, a fast growing nuisance for web users.
The LPWA system consists of 3 parts: a Persona generator, a browsing proxy, and
an email forwarder. T he Persona generator consists of the Janus function designed to
support pseudonyms. The LPWA email forwarder creates an alias address for a user
when the user provides the @ escape sequence. As a part of the persona generator, a
user obtains a different and seemingly unrelated alias email address for each website
for which he is registered. For example, a user might be known as abcd007@
lpwa.com at www.example.com and as gobroncos@lpwa.com at www.cnn.com.
Whenever the email forwarder decrypts an alias email address in order to forward a
message to a user’s real email address, it includes the alias email address in the CC
email header. If example.com is sold to spammers, the user can use a mail filter for
the alias abcd007 and thus eliminate all emails received from these spammers; at the
same time email messages from other sites are unaffected.
4.1.3. Crowds
A web server can record information about users who visit it. These data include
the IP address and thus the user’s domain and workplace and her approximate location. Some web servers can link multiple sessions by the same user by planting a
unique cookie in the user’s browser. T hus, even if the user changes his/her location
and visits the web site from different IP addresses, the web server can track the user’s
whereabouts. Most importantly, the same monitoring capabilities are made available
to other parties as well (besides the web server). These include the user’s Internet Service Provider (ISP) or the local gateway administrator who can observe all communication in which the user participates. Crowds [ReRu97] is a system that enables retrieval of information over the web without revealing any private data of the parties.
The primary goal of Crowds is to increase the anonymity of the users on the web and
make web browsing anonymous.

absolute
privacy

beyond
suspicion

probable
innocence

possible
innocence

exposed

provably
exposed

Figure 10. Various degrees of anonymity provided by Crowds. The degree of
anonymity decreases as we move from left to right (cf. [ReRu97]).

The basic idea behind Crowds is to hide the actions of a user within the actions of
many others. T o execute a web transaction the user needs to join a crowd. The user’s
request to a web server is then passed to a random member in the crowd. T hat member can either commit or forward it to another randomly chosen member. When the
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request is eventually submitted, it is submitted by a random member. Even the crowd
members cannot identify the initiator of the request. There are several degrees of anonymity provided by crowds as shown in Figure 10. The degree of anonymity decreases as we move towards the right.
We need to explain a few degrees of anonymity named in Figure 10. T he degree
beyond suspicion indicates that the sender’s (can be extended to receiver’s) identity is
beyond suspicion even if the attacker accesses the sent message. T he chances that the
sender is the originator of the message are no more than any other member in the
crowd. The degree probable innocence indicates that the sender appears to be the
likely originator of the message as much as he is unlikely to be the originator. Here,
the attacker may have a reason to expect that the sender is the originator; however, it
appears to him at least as likely that the sender is not the originator. The degree possible innocence indicates that a sender is possibly innocent if, from the attacker’s point
of view, there is a nontrivial probability that the originator is someone else. An advantage of Crowds is that each user actively participates in the function of the crowd,
hence increasing the throughput. Also, if a new member joins the crowd, the load on
each user’s computer in the crowd remains roughly constant. However, in the mix,
the load of each server increases proportionally with the number of users, hence decreasing the throughput.
A user is represented in the crowd by a process called a jondo (the term is derived
from “ John Doe,” a synonym for an anonymous person). The user then contacts the
server, called a blender, to request admittance into the crowd. T he blender then reports to this jondo the current membership of the crowd and the information that enables the jondo to participate in the crowd. The function of the blender is to put a requesting user into the crowd, and is not needed later. T he request is issue d by the
browser, forwarded through a number of jondos, and eventually submitted to the end
server. The sequence of jondos that a request traverses is called a path. An important
feature of the Crowds protocol is that the request is sent in the same form along each
“hop” of the path, so that each jondo cannot tell whether its predecessor initiated the
request or is just forwarding it from another jondo. The server’s reply to the request is
usually a we b page which is sent backwards through the same path. Subse quent requests initiated by the same jondo follow the same path through the crowd, even if
these requests are targeted for different web servers. That is, once established, a path
remains static as long as possible unless a jondo on a path fails or new jondos are
added. In these cases, the paths of all jondos are forgotten and rerouted from scratch.
4.1.4. Tarzan
T arzan [FrMo02] is a peer-to-peer anonymous IP network overlay. It achieves its
anonymity with layered encryption and multi-hop routing. A message initiator
chooses a path of peers randomly through a restricted topology in a way that adversaries cannot easily influence. Its goal is to allow a host to communicate with an arbitrary server in such a manner that nobody can determine the host’s identity.
Consider a host H that sends a message to a server through a proxy, such as Anonymizer.com. T his system fails if the proxy reveals a user’s identity or if an adversary
can observe the proxy’s traffic. Typically T arzan works as a three step process. First,
a node running an application that desires anonymity selects a set of nodes to for a
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path through the overlay network. Next, this source-routing node establishes a tunnel
using these nodes, which includes distribution of session keys. Finally, it routes data
packets through this tunnel. The exit point of the tunnel is a Network Address Translator (NAT). This NAT forwards the anonymized packets to servers that are not
aware of T arzan, and it receives a response from the servers and reroutes the packets
via this tunnel.
A T arzan tunnel passes two distinct types of messages between nodes: data packets and control packets. A flow tag uniquely identifies each link of each tunnel. A
relay rapidly determines how to route a packet tag.
A tunnel setup in Tarzan is done as follows. The sender pseudo-randomly selects a
series of nodes from the network based on its local topology. T he tunnel fails if one
of its relays stops forwarding packets. To overcome this, the initiator sends ping messages to the PNAT (server-side Pseudonymous Network Address T ranslator) through
the tunnel and waits for acknowledgements. The initiator will then have to determine
the point of failure, if it does not receive a response. T arzan uses a simple gossipbased protocol for peer discovery. A node can prune inactive neighbors when they do
not respond to cover traffic establishment requests. Once peers are discovered, peer
selection uses a three level hierarchy: first among all /16 subnets, then among /24
subnets belonging to this 16-bit IP address, then among the relevant IP addresses.
(T he /n subnet of a network is the subnet with addresses determined by the last n bits
of the mask.) T he originator node will then request the selected peer to exchange bidirectional mimic data with it.
S - Seller
Bi - i-th Bidder
Li - i-th Lawyer
CR - Central Repository
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B1
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Lawyers
randomly
selected
by CR

L3

B2

L4

L1
B3

Figure 11a. Club mechanism with economic incentives.

4.2. Proposed Design for Maintaining Anonymity of Participants in Web
Transactions
In this section we propose a method to maintain the anonymity of participants in
web transactions using a modified form of the club mechanism with economic incenThe Hilltop Review,
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tives [JeLB04], as shown in Figure 11a.
The CR is comprised of a group of elite agents known as super agents as shown in
Figure 11b. T he entire club is subdivide d into sections and each super agent is assigned one sub section. A super agent is a club member who can be nominated based
on factors such as availability and internet connection speed. If one super agent fails,
only the agents under it would not be able to participate in the web transactions taking
place within the club, whereas all other agents not under it could still participate. The
super agents themselves will decide on the initiation fee and the fines for violating
agents. Note that one super agent need not inform the other super agents about the
random agents chosen for the web transactions.
A3 * n/5 +1
A1

to

to

A4* n/5

An/5
SA5
SA1

CR
to

An/5 +1

A2 * n/5

SA2

SA3

A2 * n/5 +1

to

A4 * n/5 +1

SA4

A3* n/5

to

An

SAi - i-th super agent
Ai - i-th agent
CR - Central Repository
n - number of agents in the club

Figure 11b. Each CR (comprised of super agents) is responsible for the actions of all agents under it.

In Figure 11b, we have considered the CR comprised of five super agents. This is
just an example, and the number of super agents may vary depending on factors such
as the number of agents in the club. T he super agents can invite not only club members but, in special cases, also non-members. The special cases arise when the number
of club agents participating in a web transaction exceeds the number of those who do
not. In this case, the super agents can invite nodes from outside the club to perform
the roles of anonymizing agents or lawyers. These opportunistic nodes (or helpers)
are invited only for a particular task, after which they must leave the club. T he super
nodes may even decide to use more than two lawyers to carry out a web transaction,
further increasing the anonymity of the sender and buyer.

4.3. Comparison of Proposed and Analyzed Methods
T able 2 below provides a comparison of the club mechanism with economic incentives, Tor, Crowds and T arzan. Tor and T arzan have a single point of failure, that
is, if the primary server goes down, the entire system fails and hence these are dependent entirely on the primary server. In the club mechanism with economic incentives, if one of the super agent servers goes down, only the agents that were dependThe Hilltop Review,
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ent on this super agent will suffer, leaving the other agents active. Load balancing is
thus not possible in Tor and T arzan due to the nature of their architecture, i.e., dependency on a single server.
Anonymity of senders and receivers is one of the goals of the club mechanism
with economic incentives. Crowds, T or and Tarzan may provide sender anonymity
whereas Crowds also provides receiver anonymity. Payload encryption may be done
in the club mechanism with economic incentives if desired. When packets are to be
forwarded, the intermediate nodes may decide to send the packets or not. In the club
mechanism, the agents do have this option, with economic incentives at stake if they
do forward them. The Crowds mechanism has an option in which jondos may choose
not to forward packets if they wish. Finally, in the club mechanism with economic
incentives, the route that a message takes is decided by the super agents. In the cases
of Tor and T arzan, the route is determined by the sender. In Crowds, the route taken
by the message is performed dynamically.
Table 2. Comparison of technologies discussed in the design
for maintaining anonymity of the participants

Club mechanism with
economic
incentives

Tor
Yes - directory-based
approach
High

Crowds

Tarzan

LPWA

No

Yes

NA

Low

High

NA

Packet

Circuit

NA

Possible

Not
possible

NA

O(1)
Maybe

O(n)
Maybe

NA
Yes

Single point
of failure

No

Memo ry usage

Low

Switching

Packet

Load balancing

Possible

Scaling complex ity
Sender anonymity
Receiver
anonymity
Payload
encryption of
packet from
sender
Payload
encryption in
receiver's response
Intermediate nodes
decide on packet
forwarding?

O(1)
Yes

Circuit
Not possible dedicated
tunnel set up
O(n)
Maybe

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Maybe

No

Maybe

No

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

By controller
(as a set of
super agents)

By sender

Dynamic

By
sender

NA

Route selection
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5. Solutions for Privacy--Preserving Dissemination of Sensitive Data in Web Transactions
In this section, we discuss a solution to preserve the privacy of sensitive data in
web transactions. In a web transaction one of the involved participants is stronger
than the other, therefore participants must agree on a set of rules or policies in order
to interact successfully. T his means that they need to negotiate before starting a web
transaction [Ande04].

swrl

knowledge
base

application

classes
ontology

instances

rules

Figure 12a. A combination of rules, ontology classes
and the data to be shared (cf. [Ande04]).

(3)
classes

instances

facts

rule engine

rules

swrl

knowledge
base

(1)

application

ontology

rules
(2)

new facts

(4)
Figure 12b. Rules and facts are fed to an inference engine and inferences are made based on
this (cf. [Ande04]).

The data and metadata (consisting of rules) are bundled and treated as an atomic
unit. A web rule language is use d to define the rules that must be adhered to while
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sharing data in such web transactions. T he Semantic Web Rule Language ( SWRL) is
one such option and we describe it briefly.

5.1. S WRL– S emantic Web Rule Language
In this section we will describe SWRL [HPBT04], a web standard used to define
rules on the web. SWRL enables to combine Horn-like rules (in the form of an implication, as shown below) with an OWL knowledge base. T he rules in SWRL are stated
as follows: axiom::= rule. A human readable syntax of the rules is shown as an implication: head => body. Rules with an empty head (or antecedent) and non-empty body
(or consequent) are used to provide unconditional facts. The head and the body may
have zero or more atoms (indivisible elements).
Atoms can be of the forms C(x),
P(x, y), sameAs(x, y), etc., where C is an OWL description, P is an OWL property,
and x and y are either variables, OWL individuals or OWL data values. The nonterminals are shown in bold and not quoted.
In our solution, rules are specified by the owner of the data. If these rules are not
satisfied, the data should be disseminated only partially (e.g., without the most sensitive data) or not disseminated at all. SWRL requires a rule engine for its execution.
Based on the rules and the current data, the work of the rule engine is to infer whether
or not the data must be disseminated. A structure of a rule engine is shown in Figures
12a and 12b.
Figure 12a shows a combination of rules, instances and classes. T he rules are
those defined by the owner of the sensitive data and are included in the metadata. The
instances refer to the current conditions, and the classes belong to the ontology being
used. Figure 12b shows how an inference engine is used to deduce new facts, given
the current facts and rules.
Jena is one rule engine that supports SWRL. It is a Java-based framework. Based
on the inferences made by the rule engine, a decision as to whether or not the data is
shared further must be made; if any data is shared, a decision how much of the data
must be hidden is needed as well.

http://.../JohnSmith

vcard:FN

John Smith
Figure 13. An example illustrating a Jena resource
(cf. [McBr05]).
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5.2. Jena – Rule Engine Supporting S WRL an d Other Web-Rule
Languages
Jena is a Java framework for building semantic web applications [Reyn06]. RDF
(Resource Description Framework) is a web standard for describing resources
[McCa04]. A resource is simply something that can be identified. For example, a university can be identified by its address, telephone number, etc. The Resource Description Framework has now become a W3C recommendation, joining other important
Web standards such as XML and SOAP [McCa04]. Consider the example in which
John Smith is identified by his visiting card, a VCard. Figure 13 represents this diagrammatically.
ModelFactory

Ont/Model API
find
InfGraph

Reasoner
Registry

create

Reasoner
bindSchema (optional)

bind
Graph — base assertions

Graph — ont ology definitions

Figure 14. Inference support in Jena (cf. [Reyn06]).

The resource is John Smith and he is identified by a URI (Uniform Resource
Identifier). Resources have properties, one of which is his full name on the VCard.
The part before the “ :” is called the namespace prefix and represents a namespace.
The part after the “ :” is called a local name and represents a name in that namespace.
Each property has a value. In this case the value is a literal.
5.2.1. Inference Support in Jena
In this section, we describe the inference support provided by Jena. Figure 14 describes the architecture of the Inference Model used by Jena [Reyn06].
First, we need to create a model consisting of the rules, the data and ontology.
There are five different reasoners in Java that can be used. One of them has to be selected from the reasoner registry, as shown in Figure 14. Once the reasoner has been
selected, we need to provide it with the ontology definitions/rules and the data/facts.
The reasoner then creates an inference graph based on this input. Second, a Java API
is use d to query for information from this inference graph. Third, based on the results
from the inference graph, we can then decide whether or not the data is to be shared.
We now provide a simple example (adapted from [Reyn06]) of Java code showing
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rules written in Jena, and the inferences resulting from the rules. Suppose that property “p” is a sub-property of another property “ q” and there is a resource “ a” with a
value “ hi” for “ p”. Comments are bracketed by /* and */. The rest is Java code.
Jena code:
String NS = "urn:x-hp-jena:eg/";
/* Build a trivial example data set */
Model rdfsExample = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel();
/* Initialize two properties: p and q */
Property p = rdfsExample.createProperty(NS, "p");
Property q = rdfsExample.createProperty(NS, "q");
/* Add the rule: p is a sub property of q */
rdfsExample.add(p, RDFS.subPropertyOf, q);
/* Create a resource A with the property p having the value hi */
rdfsExample.createResource(NS+"a").addProperty(p, "hi");
/* Create an inferen ce model */
InfModel inf = ModelFactory.createRDFSModel(rdfsExample);
/* The resulting model shows that “ a” also has property “q” of
value “ hi” by virtue of subPropertyOf entailment. */
Resource a = inf.getResource(NS+"a");
System.out.println("Statement: " + a.getProperty(q));
Output showing that the resource “ a” has a property “ q” using the sub-property entailment:
Statement: [urn:x-hp-j ena:eg/a, urn:x-hp -jena:eg/q, Literal]

The above code is trivial and by no means reflects the power of the inference engine. However, it does give an idea about the basic steps that lead to creating an inference model and querying it.

6. Conclusion
We have discussed schemes to maintain anonymity and privacy of participants in
web transactions. We have proposed a modified form of the club mechanism with
economic incentives. The concept of having super agents as part of the Central Repository makes the existing club mechanism far more distributed. We have also proposed the use of opportunistic networks in playing the role of lawyers (members’
agents) in the club mechanism. In this way, the number of club members participating
in one particular web transaction can exceed the number of potential lawyers (i.e.,
club members who do not need to participate in that web transaction). Further, there
is no single point of failure; if a super agent fails, only the agents in the network controlled by it will be unable to participate in web transactions, whereas the rest of the
network functions normally.
We have compared existing systems that provide participant anonymity in web
transactions to the modified club mechanism with economic incentives. We discussed
the advantages and drawbacks of the systems and have presented reasons as to why
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this club mechanism is the best choice. The lack of understanding of incentives for
encouraging group cooperation is a major drawback in systems other than the club
mechanism with economic incentives [JeLB04].
We discussed privacy-preserving data dissemination (P2D2) to maintain privacy
of data in a web transaction. Typically, in any web transaction, one of the participants
is always stronger than the other (in terms of the power to ask the other party for sensitive data). Dissemination of sensitive data owned by the weaker partner must be
controlled. T he proposed scheme for privacy-preserving data dissemination enables
control of data by their owner [LiBh06]. This is accomplished by combining data and
metadata into a bundle and then disseminating the entire bundle.
We discusse d the use of semantic web language s to represent metadata. Metadata
include a set of rules defined by the owner of the data. An inference engine is needed
to control bundles as dictated by the rules within metadata. Based on the facts, e.g.,
the transaction participant identity to whom the data is being shared and the metadata,
the inference engine deduces whether or not any data in the bundle can be disclosed.
If some data can be disclosed, the inference engine must decide how much of the data
can be disclosed.
We presented an overview of an inference engine named Jena, which is a Java
framework for building and querying inference models in semantic web applications.
We described a simple inference made by Jena. We feel that Jena will provide a
strong option for implementing the P2D2 mechanism in the future.
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ARE INSTI TUTIONS THE ANSWER? MI TIGATI NG
SECTARIAN PROTEST IN DIVIDED NATIONS
By Matthew P. Arsenault
Department o f Political Science
College of Arts and Sciences

Abstract. Ethnic violence has increased expon entially in the decad es following World War II. As such, it is imperative that cures fo r the unique ills
found in divided societies be discovered. This article seeks to quantitatively
investigate the effici ency o f fo rmal political institutions in curbing ethnically-bas ed violent protest in divided societies. As such, the dependent variable is the level of violent protest, while the independent variables include: a
parliamentary system o f governm ent, a proportional rep res entation electo ral
system, and a federated system. It is my contention that such institutions will
significantly lessen incidents of ethnically-motivated violent protest. In addition, this article concludes with suggestions for fu rther research in examining institutional structures and ethnic con flict.

The third wave of democratization has ushered in a global movement toward democracy and the creation of newly independent states. However, the transitions to
democracy have not always been peaceful. For all its excitement and reported benefits, this wave of democratization has coincided with an increase in ethnic conflict,
particularly in the developing world (Gurr 1993). In order to quell the increase in
sectarian violence it is necessary to explore which political institutions moderate violent protest in multi-ethnic societies. By moderating violent protest, it is hoped that
more wide-ranging ethnic violence will be prevented.
In all societies, institutions serve as structures which govern human interactions
and behavior. Douglass North defines institutions as “the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, [institutions as] the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction” (2004: 3). There are few societies that are more in need of strong
institutional structures to ensure stability than those with numerous conflicting ethnic
groups. Only through the implementation of specifically designed political institutional structures can a state limit violence between ethnicities.
T wo paradigms stand at the fore of institutional design in multi-ethnic societies:
the consociational and majoritarian models of democracy. The consociational model
contends that, in divided societies, a system of consensus between actors is paramount in the policy-making process. The institutions created in a consociational democracy recognize ethnic divisions as autonomous entities and make those cleavages
“the basis for rule in decision making, territorial division of power, and public policies” (Caspersen 2004: 570). Some political institutions found in the consociational
model include a power-sharing government, a proportional representation system, and
some degree of federalism.
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On the other side of the spectrum, the majoritarian model is closely linked with the
Anglo-American, or Westminster model, of democracy. The majoritarian model
represents a system in which political competition is based upon “electorally competitive elites organized into a governing party and a loyal opposition with the major parties alternating over time” (Sterling 1978: 303). Unlike consociationalism, the majoritarian paradigm argues that political elites will not always agree to cooperate. As
such, majoritarianism contends that institutions need to be created to ensure moderation and multi-ethnicity among factions (Horowitz 2004). Political institutions found
commonly in a majoritarian model include a unitary government, single-member district electoral systems, and alternating opposition rule over time.
Exploring the effectiveness of institutional structures in divided societies provides
democracy scholars with a theoretical basis with which to explore possible solutions
to the problems faced by emerging democracies.
Although proven successful in many cases, predominantly in the developed world,
majoritarian systems in deeply divided and developing societies may lead to ethnic or
cultural conflict (Daalder 1974). By studying varying institutional solutions to sectarian problems, the democracy theorist is better able to prescribe remedies to real-world
conflicts and make the new wave of democratization more stable and equitable.
T wo claims emerge from the consociational and majoritarian democracy paradigms. First, the consociational institutions of power-sharing government, minority
veto, proportional electoral system, and ethnic autonomy lead to lower levels of violent ethnic protest in pluralistic societies. By creating a system in which ethnic
groups have access to the political process, violence becomes a less acceptable solution to ethnic troubles. Second, majoritarian institutions, which demand a crosscutting of ethnic cleavages, lead to multi-ethnic moderation and encourage cooperation in divided societies, thus lessening levels of violent ethnic protest. Of these two
claims, I argue that the consociational paradigm serves as better model for conflict
moderation in divided societies and limits incidents of violent ethnic protest.
The literature addressing political institutions in multi-cultural societies is vast but
can be traced to Arend Lijphart’s The Politics of Accommodation: Pluralism and Democracy in the Netherlands (1968). Here Lijphart begins to structure his model of
consociational democracy by studying the institutions that serve to maintain political
stability in an ethnically divided Netherlands. Lijphart builds upon “ a familiar proposition in pluralist theory: that social cleavages are moderated if different cleavages cut
across one another, but become loaded with conflict if they cumulatively reinforce
one another” (Daalder 1974: 606). Lijphart argues that cooperation between the
cleavage group elites can effectively serve as horizontal bridges between factions,
thus decreasing the potential for violent conflict.
Lijphart argued that a number of criteria must be met for consociational democracy to be successful. First, distinct lines of cleavage must exist. Rather than attempting to erase deeply seated ethnic division, consociational theorists see the divisions as an ingrained aspect of societies and must be addressed as such. Second, the
masses must favor a grand coalition maintaining a balance of power between factions.
It is here that Lijphart begins to frame his ideas on the importance of elite cooperation.
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Lijphart writes:
[a] key requirem ent is that the leaders of the sel f-cont ained blocks must be
particularly convin ced o f the desirability of pres erving the system. And they
must be willing and capable of bridging the gaps between the mutually isolated blocs and resolving serious disputes in a largely nonconsensual con text. (1968: 103-4).

Lastly, a moderate degree of nationalism must exist to encourage cooperation between factions, with a limited amount of stress on the system as a whole (Hudson
1976). A sense of nationalism is necessary to decrease the reliance on ethnic identity
and depoliticize ethnicity, which, in turn, makes groups more tolerant of differing
groups and lends stability and legitimacy to the state government. With a more unifying identity, fewer incidents of violent protest are apt to occur.
Eric Nordlinger’s Conflict Regulation in Deeply Divided Societies (1972) builds
on Lijphart’s description of the consociational paradigm and provides a systematic
approach to conflict resolution. Nordlinger establishes six practices used to control
conflict between cleavage groups that would subse quently decrease incidents of violent protest in divided societies: the establishment of a stable coalition government,
proportional electoral systems, a sense of depoliticization, minority veto, a compromise between groups, and concessions between stronger cleavage groups toward the
weaker (Hudson 1976; Lijphart 1977). These institutions may grant ethnic groups a
greater and more efficient say in the political process which, in turn, would make violent protest an unattractive alternative.
During the late seventies, a number of important review articles appeared that
called for “ greater attention to be paid to interethnic bargaining, compromise, balancing, reciprocity and cooperation as techniques for maintaining the stability and integrity of plural societies” in the developing world (Lustic 1979: 329). In Democracy in
Plural Societies, Lijphart steps away from continental Europe and addresses the problems of consociational systems in the developing world. Influenced by Sir Arthur
Lewis’ study of thirteen African states, Lijphart argues that majoritarian or competitive systems, if enacted in the developing world, potentially will lead to authoritarian
regimes which, in turn, may promote ethnic patronage and paternalistic government
(1977: 144). Reiterating the point, Robert Dahl writes, “obviously any system is in
peril if it becomes polarized into several highly antagonistic groups. Confronted by
severe polarization, competitive regimes are prone to collapse, to a coup d’etat, (or)
to civil war” (1971: 105).
Dahl, Lewis, and Lijphart do not argue that democracy is a poor fit in divided
states but, rather, that the majoritarian model of democracy fits poorly. Lijphart
quotes Lewis at length and the passage will add clarity here:
Britain and France are class societies, and thei r institutions and conventions
are designed to cope with this fact. West Africa is not a class society; its
problem is that it is a plural society. What is good for a class society is bad
fo r a plural society. Hence to create good political institutions in West Africa one h as to think of thei r problem through the found ations up. (1977:
145).
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Consociation theorists build upon the idea of elite cooperation. According to the
consociational model, ethnic group elites understand the dangers posed if ethnic conflict continues. As such, it is hoped that the various sectarian leaders will choose to
cooperate and adhere to institutional structures that recognize ethnic divisions and
promote stability. In turn, under a system which encourages elite cooperation, political elites are less likely to encourage members of their ethnic groups to participate in
violent protest.
It becomes rational for the leadership of ethnic groups to enter such institutions, as
the long-term benefits outweigh the short-term gains brought through competition. As
such, the institutions, once in place, will encourage an environment in which violent
protest is viewed as costly and negative.
In reviewing the consociational theoretical literature, Hans Daalder provides a succinct description of the consociational model’s emphasis on elite cooperation. Daalder writes, “ strongly divided societies can be stabilized by a conscious effort on the
part of political elites, provided they deliberately seek to counteract the immobilizing
and destabilizing effects of cultural fragmentation” (1974: 607). Indeed, a major
catalyst for cultural fragmentation is unmitigated violent political protest. In order for
elite cooperation to be successful, elites must forgo the competition espoused by the
Anglo-American model of democracy and instead form a union of ethnic elites. For
this leadership union to be successful, “ they [the elites] must rely instead on forms of
proportional representation in which no single actor acquires a mandate” (1974: 607).
In addition to a proportional representation system, the governing regime must
grant a level of autonomy to the ethnic groups composing the union. By granting freedoms to the cleavage groups, and imposing the will of the greater union only when
doing so is in the best interest of all parties concerned, ethnic conflict and political
struggle can be kept to a minimum. In discussing the role of federalism as autonomy,
Fukuyama writes, “ in politics, federalism (as a form of autonomy) means that government is closer and more visible to the people it is meant to serve, which theoretically
should increase accountability and therefore legitimacy and quality of democracy” (2004: 70). As the quality and legitimacy of the political system increases, the
levels of disenchantment with the system will fall, thus lessening incidents of violent
ethnic protest. Aside from federalism, institutions such as mutual veto and unanimity
serve to ensure the autonomy necessary to promote a decline in violent ethnic protest.
Nevertheless, many opponents of the consociational model claim that little chance
of consensus exists in a deeply divided society. Barry Weingast offers three reasons
why “ universalistic limits on government, applying to members of all ethnic groups
are difficult to sustain” (1997: 256). First, the values of the different cleavage groups
are often at odds, making accommodation difficult. Second, one group may benefit
from exploiting another. As such, a collective action problem ensues. Lastly, even if
all conflicting groups desire an end to conflict, the actual establishment of a solution
palatable to all parties is difficult at best (1997: 256-7).
Horowitz’ integrative mode addresses stability in multi-cultural societies and mitigates many of Weingast’s concerns. A derivative of the Anglo-American democratic
model, integrativism proposes the adoption of institutions that promote competition
and majority rule in the hopes of overcoming the deep conflicts that are present in
cleavage societies.
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Unlike the consociational model, which adheres to the belief that ethnic elites see
accommodation as a way to maximize their personal interests and the interests of their
particular ethnic group, integrativism views accommodation as complex at best.
Horowitz writes:
Policy makers are participants in their societies. As such, they may entertain
hostile feelings toward members o f other groups. If not, they may still have
a view o f intergroup relations that sees ethnic con flict as necessary to advancem ent of the interests of their group. Even if political leaders do not
hold such views, they may nonetheless benefit, politically or materially,
from continuation of the con flict and be loath to pursue policies of amelioration. (2004: 564).

The integrative model contends that, in order to overcome the self-interested motivations of political elites, a preferential electoral system needs to be created “ in which
a candidate’s election depends on attracting votes from outside his or her ethnic
group” (Caspersen 2004: 571). As such, the integrative approach puts a great value
on elections, while the consociational model places more emphasis on the less public
negotiations between ethnic group elites.
Aside from Horowitz’s critique of the ability of ethnic elites to cooperate, he argues that the consociational model, although effective in small European nations, has
little practicality in the developing world. Horowitz writes:
There are supra-segmental sentiments that tie group members to the Swiss
or the Dutch nation in a way that group members are not tied to an inclusive
conception o f the Lebanese, Malaysian, or Ugandan nation. The European
con flicts are thus less ascriptive in ch aracter, less severe in intensity, less
exclusive in their command of the loyalty of participants, and less preemptive of other forms o f con flict. (2004: 572).

As the integrative and consociational paradigms serve as templates not only for
conflict resolution but establishing governance structures in real-world multi-ethnic
societies, it is imperative to test both models in order to discover the relative effectiveness of these prescribed institutions.
In this study, I argue that the consociational paradigm serves as superior model for
limiting the frequency of violent ethnic protest. I analyze the relationship between
consociational institutions and sectarian protest. I hypothesize that nations governed
by consociational institutions are likely to experience fewer incidents of violent ethnic
protest than their majoritarian counterparts.
The data for this project are drawn from the Minorities at Risk Project. The study
encompasses 233 politically active communal groups in 93 countries each organized
by a host of variables and categories. Unfortunately, the Minorities at Risk Project
does not test the role of particular political institutions on levels of ethnic violence.
However, expanding upon Gurr’s project, Saideman et al. attempt a large-N, pooledtime series analysis for the years 1985 through 1998, seeking to examine the impacts
of political institutions on levels of ethnic conflict.
Saideman et al. draw their dependent variables from Gurr’s project but have creThe Hilltop Review,
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ated their own explanatory variables. One dependent variable was drawn from the
Saideman piece, levels of violent protest, and draws the explanatory variables, electoral system, federalism, and presidential versus parliamentary regime, adapted from
the Minorities at Risk Project.
As the level of analysis of the Saideman project is that of individual ethnic groups
and the level of analysis for this study is the state, the relevant data from the Saideman dataset were aggregated to the national level. In aggregating the dataset, I have
collapsed the Saideman dataset to average the levels of violent protest of all ethnic
groups in a particular nation. In doing so, the data now will represent a total level of
ethnic violence in a particular state rather than levels illustrated by particular groups.
By aggregating the dependent variable, we are better able to make assumptions regarding the levels of violent protest in nations at large. T able 3 illustrates the coding
for the dependent variable.
Three specific political institutions will be used to represent the consociational
paradigm and subsequently serve as the independent variables: a proportional representation electoral system, federalism, and a parliamentary legislative system. Each
is binary so as to allow a clear differentiation between impact of consociational and
majoritarian institutions on levels of violent ethnic protest.

Table 3: Coding for Dependent Variable Violent Protest
Violent Protest
None Reported
Political Banditry, Sporadic Terrorism
Campaigns of Terrorism
Local Rebellions
Small-scale Guerilla Activity
Intermediat e Guerilla Activity
Large-scal e Guerrilla Activity
Protracted Civil War
No Basis for Judgment

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
99

Source: Saideman et al., 2002.

First, I test the levels of violent protest as a function of the electoral system. A
proportional representation system alleviates the polarizing outcomes of a majoritarian system, thus allowing greater participation among marginalized groups. With
greater access to political power, groups are less likely to resort to violent protest in
order to voice their grievances. In addition, a proportional representation system is
conducive to a power-sharing government. Saideman et al. write:
We propose that plurality systems increase group insecurity, because political chang e can be quite dramatic, and exclusion o ften results. If groups can not block objectionable policies, then they may have to engage in either protest or violence to have in fluen ce. In a PR system, on the other hand, coalitions can change, but ethnic groups may gain representation and could play
a significant role either as a co alition partner or in opposition to the government. (111).
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I hypothesize that states with a proportional electoral system will experience fewer
incidents of violent ethnic protest than those without a PR electoral system. As such,
I expect a negative coefficient will exist between the independent variable and the
electoral systems.
I also examine the levels of violent ethnic protest as a function of federalism. The
consociational model argues that a degree of ethnic autonomy is useful in promoting
stability and moderating ethnic grievances. Federalism can be used to ensure a certain level of autonomy. Lijphart writes, “[T he federal] approach is not to abolish or
weaken segmental cleavages but to recognize them explicitly and to turn the segments
into constructive elements of stable democracy” (1977: 42). As such, federalism can
be conducive to the creation of a power-sharing government, one in which all groups
are able to participate in the political process.
Aside from access to the political process, federalism decentralizes the state,
bringing the state closer to those it is created to represent. In doing so, the state gains
legitimacy (Fukuyama 2004). With an increase in legitimacy, groups are less likely
to pursue violent ways to voice their grievances. Relying on Saideman et al., I created
a binary variable to represent federalist structures in a given state.
I hypothesize that a system with federal aspects will have fewer examples of violent ethnic protest. If ethnic groups are granted rights over their own lives, the costs
of violent protest will be great compared to the costs of violent protest in a nonfederated system. As such, I expect a negative relationship between the federal variable and the dependent variables.
The final independent variable examines the role of parliamentary and presidential
political systems on levels of violent ethnic protest. Saideman et al. argue that presidential systems are more effective in promoting stability and limiting conflict. They
contend that “ ethnic groups are more insecure, and thus more likely to engage in violence and preemption, when they cannot block policies that might hurt them. The
division of powers between president and legislature allows each to serve as a check
on the other, even when the same party dominates both branches” (110).
I take issue with this hypothesis, arguing instead that a parliamentary system preempts levels of protest by granting greater political participation and representation to
ethnic groups. In addition, the coalitional nature of a parliamentary system is conducive to a power-sharing government which will, in turn, limit ethnic strife and violent
ethnically- motivated protest. I expect to discover a negative coefficient between the
parliamentary/presidential variable and the dependent variables.
In order to test the relationship between consociational institutions and levels of
ethnic protest, I subjected the model to a Least Squares Dummy Variable (LSDV)
regression. This estimator was used to address the unique aspects of panel data and
this model in particular. The LSDV regression was used with robust standard errors
to address issues of heteroskedasticity. The results of the regression examine the impact of consociational institutions on levels of nonviolent protest. Table 8 illustrates
the results.
Substantively, the table is quite revealing. Both variables representing federalism
and proportional representation lack statistical significance. The lack of significance
for these variables implies that real-world assumptions cannot be made based upon
the relationships of these variables and levels of violent protest. However, parliamenThe Hilltop Review,
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tarianism plays a significant role in levels of violent protest. The data show that a
state with a parliamentary system is apt to score .332 points higher on the scale of
violent protest than its majoritarian counterparts. As such, these data suggest that a
state with a parliamentary system is likely to have more frequent occurrences of violent ethnic protest that its presidential counterparts. This finding supports the Saideman hypothesis that presidential systems are more apt to promote stability and mitigate ethnic conflict.

Table 8: Violent Ethnic Protest as a Function of Federal, Parliamentary,
and Proportional S ystems
LSDV Regression

Violent Protest

Federal

0.108
(0.116)

Parliamentary

0.332**
(0.142)**

PR System

-0.366
0.340

CONS

-1.28
1.54

Notes:
**Designates p > 0.05;
Standard Error in Parentheses;
N = 962;
Estimates Obtained by STATA 9.0.

Although the parliamentary variable proved significant, the fact that other variables did not leads to a curious puzzle. Do political systems matter in curbing ethnic
violence? What other variables may mitigate sectarian conflict? In short, this article
has illustrated that the design of macro-political institutions is not the sole, and perhaps not the best, approach to curbing ethnic violence. Other avenues of research
must be pursued. One promising path lies in analyzing the impact of informal institutions on ethnic conflict mitigation. This could be done through an examination of the
civil society structures in divided societies, and particularly the impact of nongovernmental organizations in developing the infrastructure to implement crosscutting cleavages. Perhaps the best approach to better understanding ethnic conflict is
by moving from a macro- to a micro-level of analysis. Researchers can conduct costbenefit analyses of various ethnic conflict prevention projects across nations. Through
a more “thick” analysis of the true happenings on the ground, best-practice approaches can be studied, evaluated, and disseminated to those operating within divided states, and a more efficient system can be adopted.
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Abstract. Inspired by the collective beh avior observ ed in natural insects,
swarm robotics is a new approach in designing control algorithms for a large
group of robots perfo rming a certain task. In such robotic systems, an individual robot with only limited capabilities in terms of sensing, computation,
and communication can adapt its own behavior so that a desired collective
behavior emerges from the local interactions among robots and between
robots and the environment. Swarm robotics has been the focus o f increas ed
attention recently because o f the benefi cial features demonstrated in such
systems, such as higher group efficien cy, robustness against the failures o f
individual robots, flexibility to adapt to changes in the environment, and
scalability over a wide range o f group sizes.
In this article we present an adaptive algorithm to regulate the behavio r o f
an individual robot performing collective foraging tasks. Through the interactions between robots, a desired division of labor can be achiev ed at the
group level. Robot groups also demonstrate the ability to improve energy
effici ency and its potential robustness in different environm ents.

1. Introduction
Swarm robotics is a relatively new design approach to control a large group of
robots in a certain collective task. In such a system, robots can adjust their own actions according to predefined rules with the help of interactions among the robots or
between a robot and the environment.
In this article, we study the problem of a group of robots performing a collective
foraging task. Collective foraging is a research problem which has often been used in
multi-robotics system design. In a collective foraging scenario, a group of robots has
to search for objects called “food” that are randomly scattered in a restricted place
called the “foraging area.” Once it finds food, the robot will take the food back to a
certain designated place called “ home.” Collective foraging is often used as a model
for a wide range of real-life applications, such as toxic-waste cleanup, search and rescue, and collection of terrain samples in unknown environments [1].
Concerning acquisition and expending of energy, a group of robots foraging for
food will acquire energy from the food they retrieve but will also expend energy on
motion during the foraging process. Net energy is the total energy acquired, less the
energy cost by the group. The main concern in this study is to determine whether robots are able to cooperate in order to acquire more net energy in a timely manner and
also adapt to unknown changes in the environment. Each robot used in this study has
only limited capabilities in terms of sensing, computational power, and communication. Due to these limits, a single robot is not capable of knowing the global state of
the environment or the overall task progress.
Several considerations can be taken into account in order to increase the net enThe Hilltop Review,
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ergy of the group. One consideration is the number of actively foraging robots. If this
number is too high, since the robots are foraging in a bounded foraging area, interference among the robots not only costs more energy but also decreases the probability
of a robot finding food. In addition, more robots actively foraging costs more energy.
On the other hand, if the number of actively foraging robots is low, the group might
not retrieve enough food energy from the environment. Therefore, there is an optimal
value for the number of active foraging robots in a given environment that should
maximize net group energy. In order for a robot group to be robust and flexible, this
optimal value should be able to adapt to a new value in the changing foraging environment.
Early work [9,10,11] in collective foraging focused on the use of communication
design to assess spatial characteristics of the foraging environment in order to coordinate the robots to fulfill the task. Beacon-following methodology characterized the
earliest efforts at collective foraging. Scientists have also understood the effectiveness
of trail-laying and following in the foraging strategies of social insects, such as ants
[5], which provide inspiration for swarm robotic foraging. A large amount of theoretical simulation of trail-based foraging [12,13,14] in robotics has been done.
Recently, there has been increased work in investigating the mechanism of division of labor in collective foraging. Division of labor here means the division of the
tasks of actively foraging and resting at “ home” among robots in the group so that the
net energy income of the group can be optimized. Our motivation for using a division
of labor comes directly from the behavior of social insects that we observed in nature.
Krieger and Billeter [6] implemented a swarm of up to twelve real robots to demonstrate the efficiency of self-organized task allocation in the performance of a collective foraging task. Labella et al. [2,3] introduced a simple adaptive mechanism to
change the ratio of foragers to resters in order to improve the group foraging performance. Jones and Matarić [7] describe an adaptive method for division of labor between collections of two different objects. Guerrero and Oliver [8] present an auctionlike task allocation model, trying to determine the optimal number of robots needed
for active foraging.

2. Method
We assume the robotic system used in this study is a homogeneous system. All
robots in the group follow the same behavior rules in performing the foraging task.
The objective is to identify a set of behavior rules for individual robots that could lead
to an efficient and adaptive group foraging behavior. The control algorithm is inspired
by the mechanism of labor division in social insects. It enables a robot group to
achieve a desired division of labor among robots so that the number of active foragers
can be optimized. T his division of labor can also be dynamically adjusted in response
to changes in the foraging environment.
A finite state mechanism illustrating the foraging behavior of the robots is shown
in Figure 2.1. It represents the different states of foraging activity in our study.
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Figure 2.1. State transitions of robot foraging behavior.
The states for robot foraging behaviors are as follows:
- Resting: Robot rests at home.
Se arching and Inte racting: Robot searches for food and interacts when it
encounters other robots.
- Returning: Robot returns and leaves food at home.
Transitions between states occur on a basis of events that are either external (e.g.,
food located or time out) or internal to the robot (e.g., deposit). The transitions between the above states are explained as follows:
-

Start Foraging: Robot leaves home, starts foraging.
Found: If a robot finds food, it grasps the food.
Time Out: If the energy of a robot is used up while the robot still searching, the robot
gives up foraging and goes home (failed retrieval).
- No Food: Robot has not found food and keeps searching and interacting.

In order to regulate robot behavior so that a beneficial division of labor can be
achieved, we introduce the variable foraging probability P for each robot. For example, P(i) is the foraging probability of robot i for which i is the robot ID. Only when P
(i) is higher than the threshold value P0 will robot i start foraging; otherwise, robot i
will rest at home. T wo variables were used to calculate P(i): foraging threshold Th(i)
and foraging stimulus S. T h(i) relates to the foraging performance of robot i and S
represents the foraging task stimulus for the group. The mathematical model we use
here to calculate P(i), as shown in equation (2.1), can be considered an instance of a
response threshold model as presented in Bonabeau et al., [4] T hiraulaz et al., [5] and
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Labella. [3] In order to explain the division of labor in social insects, Bonabeau has
developed a model that relies on response thresholds for each individual. In his
model, every individual has a fixed response threshold for every task. Individuals engage in task performance only when the level of task- associated stimulus exceeds
their threshold. When individuals with a lower response threshold for performing a
given task are withdrawn from the group, less task-related work will be done and the
intensity of the stimulus is increased. The stimulus eventually will reach the high response thresholds of the remaining individuals. Theraulaz [14] has extended the fixed
threshold model by allowing a threshold to vary in time, following a simple reinforcement process: a threshold decreases when the corresponding task is performed and
increased when the corresponding task is not performed. T he more an individual performs a task, the lower the response threshold, and vice versa.

P(i) =

S2
S 2 +Th2 (i)

(2.1)

Pro bability P(i)

Figure 2.2 shows how two variables, Th(i) and S, relate to the P(i) from the equations. T he plot is a series of probability curves according to the equation. Each curve
has a fixed value of Th along changing S. T he graph shows that, with a fixed value of
Th, one will have a higher foraging probability when stimulus S increases. Under the
same value of S on different curves, a robot with a lower threshold has a higher foraging probability.
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Figure 2.2. Probability curves of response thre shold model.
Our division of labor mechanism is inspired by the above response threshold
model. It considers both the foraging threshold of an individual robot and environment-related stimulus intensity. We introduce the following adaptation rules to adjust
Th(i) and S so that the number of actively foraging robots can be adjusted accordingly.
The adaptation rules are explained as follows:
- In arena: when robot i encounters another robot j, it exchanges foraging state
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information with robot j and records the foraging state of robot j in a task counter of
robot i. The rules are:
Table 1. Adaptation rule s for robots in foraging arena

If Rj has already found food, then
T askCounter( i)T askCounter( i)+1
If Rj is in Searching State, then
T askCounter( i)T askCounter( i)-1
If Rj is in Fail State, then
T askCounter( i)T askCounter( i)-2
As long as robot i is moving in the foraging field, it keeps interacting and collecting
information from other robots. T askCounter(i) accumulates the information it collects.
- At home : Once robot i reaches home, it calculates the net energy from the for
aging trip to see if it is positive or negative. Positive net energy means successful
foraging. T hen it updates its own foraging threshold Th(i) and global foraging
task stimulus S according to its own foraging performance and information re
corded in T askCount(i).
Table 2. Adaptation rule s for robots at home

A

If Ri Success then
Th (i)Th(i)-∆1
Otherwise
Th (i)Th(i)+∆2
End if

B

If Ri Success and T askCounter(i)>0, then
SS+Φ1
If Ri Failed and T askCounter(i)<0, then
SS-Φ2
Table 3: Indication

A

“ If I am successful, I will increase the probability of
fo raging again by lowering the threshold.
Otherwise, if I fail, I will decrease the probability of
fo raging again by increasing the threshold.”

B

“ If I am successful and most other robots that I encountered are success ful, there must be a lot of food out
there, which increas es the stimulus of fo raging.
If I failed and most other robots I encountered are still
searching or failed, it seems there is not much food left,
so I will decreas e the stimulus of fo raging.”
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Rule A implements the reinforcement mechanism for a robot based on its own foraging performance. Rule B reveals the task stimulus intensity from information collected through the interaction between robots. With the adaptation rules described
above, each robot in the group will adapt its own foraging probability P(i) according to
updated Th (i) and S. At the group level, the number of active foragers can be automatically adjusted so that group energy efficiency can be optimized.
We have designed a computer simulation program in order to validate the control
algorithm presented in the previous section.

Figure 2.3. Screenshot of the twelve robots foraging

The computer simulator simulates a population of twelve mobile robots foraging
for food in a two-dimensional foraging arena. Figure 2.3 is a screenshot of the simulation. The black dots in the blue foraging area represent food. Large circles with numbers inside are mobile robots and their identifying numerals. Different colors on the
robots indicate the different states in which the robots presently exist. Red robots
have already found food; green robots are still searching in the area; black robots are
waiting at home.

3. Experiment Setup
In order to test the hypothesis that the adaptation rules of individual robots can improve the net group energy efficiency and group adaptation ability, a set of experiments was designed which varied the size of the robot group and food density in the
foraging area. T wo strategies are designed for each type of experiment. In strategy S 1 ,
in which no adaptation rules are used, the system randomly chooses another robot to
forage when one robot returns home. The number of active foragers remains at the
same value as the group size during the simulation. This provides us a benchmark for
comparison. Strategy S 2 uses the proposed adaptation rules to update Th(i) and S. The
number of active foragers will change over time accordingly.
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Before implementing the algorithm, we first need to choose values for the parameters and initial settings. Factors ∆1, ∆2, Φ1 and Φ2 are applied to update Th and S. The
selection of values of these parameters is based on trial and error. In order to calculate
net group energy, we assume one food-unit can bring 4000 units of energy back to the
group and the robot would expend sixteen units of energy per second while moving
and another fifteen energy units every time it encounters and avoids another robot. In
order to return a positive net energy value back to the group, we set a searching energy limit for each robot of 3800 units. Table 3.1 summarizes all of these parameters
we have chosen for the experiments.
Table 3.1. Paramete r sele ctions for the e xpe riments

∆1

∆2

Φ1

Φ2

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.2

The metric we use to measure the net energy efficiency of the group, called “ group
energy efficiency,” is given below. In this definition, food energy available from the
environment is food energy put in the arena by the system over the simulation time.
Another metric used to measure the percentage of the available food that has been
collected by the group in the environment is called the “ collect rate.”
Energy

Effciency

Collection

Rate

=

=

Net Group Energy
Food Energy Available in Envirnment

Food

Energy

Food Acquired
Available in Envirnment

4. Results and Conclusions
4.1. Fixed Food Density, Variable S warm S ize
Experiments were designed for group sizes of two, four, six, eight, ten, and twelve
robots, respectively. The food growth Gnew in the experiments is fixed to 2/min, which
means the system will place two food-units in the arena every minute. For each
group, we apply two strategies and each simulation lasts 200 minutes, which means
there are a total of 400 food-units in the arena. We record the number of food-units
collected, the number of active foragers, the values of the stimuli and the net group
energy. T able 4.1 shows the data we recorded as well as the calculated values from
the data.
We compare the food collect rate of the groups using different strategies. Our data
show that most groups can reach a high collect rate with the exception of the groups
with two or four robots. For the groups with six, eight, ten, and twelve robots, more
than 95% of the food is collected no matter which strategy is used. However, the
groups with two and four robots collect less than 90% of the food in most cases.
Therefore, in order to collect the most food in a given environment, more than four
robots are needed in active foraging.
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Table 4.1. Simulation results for diffe rent group sizes
and diffe rent strate gies G new = 2/min

Group Size

Strategy

Food Collected

Net Group
Energy

Average
Forager
Number

Energy
Efficiency
(%)

2

S1

352

880199

2

55

88

S2

309

803890

2

50.24

77.25

S1

324

502590

4

31.4

81

S2

371

617646

4

38.6

92.75

S1

394

38297

6

2.3

98.5

S2

385

346210

5.27

21.6

96.25

S1

394

-360666

8

-22.5

98.5

S2

381

224409

5.72

14.02

95.25

S1

398

-1045025

10

-65.31

99.5

S2

389

149153

5.87

9.32

97.25

S1

399

-1622979

12

-101.4

99.8

S2

397

81125

6.2

5.07

99.5

4

6

8

10

12

（ ）

Collect
Rate %

Checking the average number of active foragers using strategy S 2 for these experiments, we find the averages are all close to six. All robots are foraging most of the
time in the group with four and two robots since there is enough food available for
retrieval, and for the group of twelve robots with strategy S2 , the average number of
foragers is 6.2. In other words, more than four robots need to be engaged in foraging
in order to collect all the food; meanwhile, the more robots resting at home, the more
energy the group can save. Therefore in the given foraging environment, in order to
maximize the net energy income for the group, the optimal average number of active
foragers is close to six. Here, foraging probability in S2 helps a robot switch tasks between foraging and resting more effectively, allowing the number of active foragers
to reach the optimal value. Thus, the overall division of labor in a group (task allocation) emerges from the low-level interactions between robots and the environment.
We compare the energy efficiencies of the groups using different strategies. The
efficiency levels are nearly the same in the groups with four robots or fewer, since all
robots are engaged in foraging. However, for the groups with more than four robots,
the groups with strategy S2 can always obtain a higher energy efficiency. Figure 4.1
plots the instantaneous net group energy along with time. T he net energy gap between
S 1 and S 2 increases as the group size grows. Thus we can conclude that, for a large
group population, the proposed adaptation mechanisms will not only help the group
achieve a division of labor among robots but also will guide the group toward energy
optimization in a given environment.
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Figure 4.1. Group e fficiency of diffe rent strategie s in diffe rent group sizes.

4.2. Variable Food Density, Fixed Group S ize
We designed a second set of simulations to investigate how the proposed algorithm can help groups under different environmental conditions; here we fix the size
of the group to twelve robots but run the simulations with three different food source
densities, from poor (Gnew = 1/min) to relatively rich (Gnew = 4/min). T wo strateThe Hilltop Review,
Review, Fall 2009
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gies S1 and S2 are used for the same group. Data from the simulations are recorded
and calculated in T able 4.2.
Table 4.2. Simulation results for same group size unde r diffe rent environment
and strate gies

Growth Rate(Gn ew )

4/m in(richer)

2/m in(m iddle)

1/m in(poor)

Strategy

Net
Group
Energy

Average
Forager
Num ber

Group
Energy
Efficiency
%

Collect
Rate
%

S1

-127218

12

-3.98

99.6

S2

666907

10.93

20.84

97.4

S1

-1622979

12

-101.4

99.8

S2

81125

6.2

5.07

99.5

S1

-2380534

12

-297.6

99.5

S2

-286268

3.61

-17.89

93

（ ） （ ）

Gr ou p Eff iciency( %)

40
- 10
- 60

- 110
- 160
- 210

S1

- 260

S2

- 310
0

1

2
3
Food Growth Rate(Gnew)

4

5

Figure 4.2. Ene rgy e fficiency of same group foraging in a diffe rent environment.

From the food collect rate, most foods (>95%) are collected by the group no matter what the environment might be, since there are enough robots for foraging. Figure
4.2 plots group energy efficiency changes in different foraging environments. The
group with strategy S2 always has higher net energy efficiency, while the group using
S 1 is less efficient in all experiments. The gap between the two strategies becomes
smaller in an environment with a higher food density. Despite the food source difference, the levels of energy efficiency for the groups with strategy S2 are quite stable
over different food sources, when compared with strategy S1 , which implies that the
group with the adaptation mechanism is quite robust to environmental changes.
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Foraging Stimul us in Di ffere nt Environment

Fo ra gin g Stimu lus

29
2 8.8
2 8.6
2 8.4

`

2 8.2
28
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0
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25
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100
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1 25

15 0

1 75

20 0

Figure 4.3. Foraging stimulus in different environments.

Av er ag e Ac tive For ager

12
10
8
6
S1

4

S2

2
0
0

1
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3
Food Growth Rat e(Gn ew)

4

5

Figure 4.4. Ave rage active forage r of same group in a different environment.

Since we used the same group in different foraging environments, stimulus (S)
value indicates stimulus intensity from the environments. Figure 4.3 shows that, in a
richer environment (Gnew = 4/min), the group has the highest S, and in a poor environment (Gnew = 1/min) group has the lowest S. This means that, through interactions
among robots, a group can collectively perceive information about food sources in a
foraging environment.

The group exhibits the capacity to perceive the environment collectively if
we take into account the average number of active foragers over time. That is,
more active robots indicate a richer food environment and more inactive robots indicate a poor food environment. The average number of active foragers
under different environments is plotted in Figure 4.4. The average number of
active foragers in the group using strategy S2 is smaller when the food source
becomes poorer and bigger when environment become richer. Individual robots cannot know global information about food sources in the environment;
this correlation can only be observed at the overall group level and cannot be
deduced from individual robots.
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4.3. Dynamic Food Density
We also designed experiments to test whether a group can be adaptive in a dynamic environment. We introduced a step change on Gn ew in the simulations. We ran
a simulation which changed a poor environment (Gn ew = 1/min) to a relatively rich
environment (Gn ew = 4/min) at time = 100 mins. We plotted the instantaneous number
of active foragers and net energy of the group with time in Figure 4.5. As expected, a
new dynamic equilibrium for the number of foragers in the group was observed, after
some delay, each time the food source density was changed. T he group using S 2
adapted rapidly to the change of environment.
In the first stage of the experiment in which robots forage in a relative poor environment, the gradient of net energy decrease for S 2 can achieve less of a decrease than
S 1 . This shows that the group with the adaptation mechanism is more robust in a
worse environment. However, in a richer environment the gradient of net energy for
S 2 can achieve a more rapid energy increase than S 1. This shows that the group with
the adaptation mechanism can adapt quickly in order to acquire more net energy.
Figure 4.5. Numbe r of active forage rs and ene rgy efficiency changes when food
growth rate G new from 1/min to 4/mins.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have designed a set of adaptation rules for a group of robots performing a foraging task. Each robot in the group modifies its foraging probability
based on foraging performance (successful or failed food retrieval) and task-intensityrelated stimulus through locally perceived information (interactions with other robots
during collisions). Division of labor has been achieved in the group. Some robots rest
at home for a longer duration to either save energy or to minimize interference, and
others are actively engaged in foraging (which costs more energy for the individual
but potentially gains more energy for the group).
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With the designed adaptation mechanism, the robot group demonstrates:
- Improved group energy efficiency;
- Division of labor between foraging and resting; and
- Adaptation to foraging in a changing environment.
Furthermore, the group also exhibits the ability to perceive the environment collectively if we consider the average number of active foragers over time. That is,
more active foragers indicate a richer object environment and more inactive robots
indicate a poor object environment. This can only be observed at the overall group
level and cannot be received from individual robots.
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GREEK I N MARRIAGE, LATI N IN GIVING: THE GREEK
COMMUNI TY OF FOURTEENTH-CENTURY PALERMO
AND THE DECEPTIVE WILL OF BONANNUS DE
GERONI MO
By Jack Goodman
Department o f History
College of Arts and S ciences

Abstract.

T his article explores some of the difficulties inherent in the
discussion of medieval ethnicity. Early fourte enth-c entury P alermo w as a
city with a celebr ated multi-ethnic Latin, Arabic, and G re ek past, but by the
1300s, much had changed, with Latin culture eclipsing the others. However,
two small Greek ethnic minorities persisted in this culture: one indigenous,
descending from the ministers, notaries, and monks who thrived under
twel fth-c entury Norman rule, and the other immigrant, composed primarily
of Byzantine slaves and fre ed slaves. T he second group is identified in the
sources as grecus, while the indigenous Italo-Greeks cannot easily be located in the documentation.
T he 1333 will of Bonannus de Geronimo appears to offe r insights into the
Italo-Gr eek population. Bonannus was not identified as a grecus, but this
testament con firms that Bonnanus was married ac cording to the Greek ma rriage rite. A close examination of his will, in the context of other Latin wills
within the same notarial register, indicates that this was the will of a Latin, not
an Italo-Gre ek. T he will of Bonannus is an example of the diffi culties of
document interpretation with regard to medieval ethnicity, but similar in-depth
document analysis is necessary to prove or disprove the Italo-Greek pr esenc e.

This article discusses the pitfalls that can occur in the study of ethnicity in the medieval period in the context of the potential existence of two separate Greek minorities—one indigenous and one immigrant—in fourteenth-century Latin-dominated
Palermo, Italy. The notarial documents of the 1320s and 1330s show few connections
made between these two Greek populations. The immigrant Greeks, or Byzantines,
can be identified in the historical record through the use of the Latin term grecus, but
the indigenous Greeks of Palermo, or Italo-Greeks, descendants of an ethnic Greek
population who once enjoyed power and prestige in the city, remain elusive amid the
Latin Palermitan milieu.1 It is common to identify Italo-Greeks in documentation predating 1300 through their ability to write in Greek and the evidence exists to pursue
1

Sch olars o ften d esign ate th e G reek p op ulation o f Sicily and sou th ern Italy as Sicilian G reek , Italo By zantin e, Italo -G reek , o r “ G reeks” to d isting uish th em as a p ro v in cial G reek p op ulation sep arated
fro m th e main stream Med iev al G reek cu ltu re th at w as cen tered w ithin th e By zan tin e E mp ire. Fo r examp le, see H erb ert H ou b en , “ Relig io us To leration in th e So uth Italian P eninsula D u ring th e N o rman
an d Stau fen P eriod s,” in The Society of Norman Italy, ed . G .A . Lo ud an d A lex Metcalfe (L eid en: Brill,
2 0 02 ). Th e terms G reek o r By zantin e w ill b e u sed to d escrib e th e po pu latio n arriving in th e fo u rteen th
cen tu ry fro m th e By zan tin e E mp ire, eith er as free immig ran ts o r slav es. Th ere certainly w as con tact
b etw een By zan tiu m in th e E ast and Italo -G reek region s in th e W est th rou gh ou t th e Mid dle Ag es; see
K enn eth Setto n , “ Th e By zantin e Backg rou nd to th e Italian Ren aissan ce,” Proceedings of the American
Philosophical Society, 1 00 #1 (Feb . 2 4 , 19 56 ), 1 -76 , an d P eter Ch aranis, “ On th e Q u estion o f
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this line of study. But can we tease out knowledge of this population after the Greek
language falls into disuse? Is the documentation simply too uninformative or the
population too integrated to make these distinctions?
The last will and testament of Bonannus de Geronimo appears to offer a solution
to this dilemma but, as explained below, is ultimately misleading. Bonannus had contracted a will according to Greek custom, but his devotions and donations to Latin
religious institutions clearly identified him within the local Latin community, therefore exemplifying both Greek cultural heritage as well as heavy Latin cultural influence.2 As it turns out, Bonannus was not the Latinized Italo-Greek he appeared to be,
and his will is indicative of the potential dangers of medieval ethnic identification.
Greeks, pagan and Christian, classical and medieval, have had a long and important relationship with the history of Sicily. By the fourteenth century, Sicily had experienced a Greek presence extending back two millennia. The strength and influence
of that community grew and declined repeatedly over time. After the conquest and
domination of Sicily by Arabs in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries, the Greek
population was confined to the northeastern third of the island, centering on the city
of Messina. The most celebrated and well-documented period for the Greek community occurred after the Norman Conquest. Under Norman rule in the late eleventh and
twelfth centuries, the Greek population of the island enjoyed resurgence. Greek notaries and elites occupied a prized position in the administration of the Sicilian kingdom, the Greek language became the language of the royal chancery, and Greek
churches and monasteries enjoyed growth and patronage. Italo-Greek migrants to Palermo, the Norman capital, revitalized the city’s Greek community.3 The era of the
Norman Kings of Sicily and Southern Italy is well known for its cultural synthesis of
Latin, Greek, and Islamic elements. The documents from the Norman period (1061 –
1187), often in Greek, testify to the Greek minority of Palermo. T his minority of
court ministers, scribes, and officials to the Norman kings, patrons of Greek rite monasteries and churches, helped to rejuvenate their culture on the island.4 After the failure of the Norman dynasty in the late twelfth century, Sicily was a coveted prize to
the dynasts of Western Europe. Latin dynasty followed Latin dynasty, and the island
1

2

3
4

H ellenization o f Sicily an d So uth ern Italy Du rin g th e Mid dle Ag es,” The American Historical Review,
5 2 no . 1 (O ct. 1 94 6 ), 74 -86 . Mich ael McCo rmick po in ts o ut th at wh ile th e Italo -G reek cou ld b e distin g u ished fro m th e L atin po pu latio ns o f So u th ern Italy, d ifferen ces b etw een Italo -G reek s and By zan tin es
w ere n ot easy to id en tify in th e early Midd le A g es. Th is integ ratio n w as du e in larg e p art to th e co nn ection o f th e region s to By zan tin e relig io us an d ad min istrativ e o rg an izatio n; Mich ael McCo rmick , “ Th e
Imp erial E dg e: Italo -By zan tin e Id en tity, Mov emen t and In teg ration , A .D . 6 50 -95 0 ,” in Studies on the
Internal Diaspora of the Byzantine Empire, ed . H élèn e A h rw eiler and An g elik i L aio u (Washing to n ,
D .C.: D u mb arto n O aks Research L ib rary and Collectio n , 19 98 ), 4 2 -4 5 .
My u se o f th e term L atin is v ery b ro ad bu t in dicates th e p redo min antly L atin (Western , Cath olic) rite
p o pu lation o f th e island . I o ccasion ally will use th e term “ Sicilian ” to refer to th e po pu latio n at larg e,
b u t w ith th e un d erstan ding th at P alermo h as a lon g histo ry o f immig ratio n fro m o th er po rtion s o f Italy,
su ch as Camp an ia and Lo mb ard y, an d in th e fo u rteenth cen tu ry fro m Ib eria. Th e term L atin is u sed
g en erally fo r th e larg e n u mb er o f Sicilian in h ab itants w ho h av e n o fu rth er d istin ctio ns o f eth nicity o r
g eog raph ic o rigins in th e n otarial d o cu men ts.
See Vera Vo n Falk enh ausen , “ Th e G reek P resen ce in No rman Sicily: Th e Co ntrib utio n o f A rchiv al
Material in G reek ,” Society of Norman Italy, ed . G .A . Lo ud (L eid en: Brill P ub lish in g , 20 02 ), 2 58 -26 1 .
Vo n Falk enh ausen , “ G reek P resen ce,” 2 81 -28 2 .
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experienced an intensifying Latinization through the thirteenth century.
The Greek cultural resurgence had run its course by the reign of Frederick III
(1296-1337). Latin culture had ascended over both Greek and Muslim cultures. T he
Greek monasteries were in serious decline.5 The Greek ministers and courtiers of
eleventh- and twelfth-century Palermo had vanished, replaced by notaries and knights
of Latin heritage and culture.6 However, fourteenth-century Palermo was not without
a Greek population. Some continuity existed in the Greek population of Palermo
from the Norman period to the early fourteenth century, but it was limited largely to
Greek priests of the remaining orthodox churches of Palermo.7 As the number of
Greek documents and signatures rapidly decreased in the thirteenth century, the ItaloGreek population quickly disappeared from the historical record. During the reign of
the Catalan King Frederick III, the Greeks of Palermo were not royal ministers or notaries.
The decline of scholarly interests in the Greek population of Palermo mirrors the
decline in extant documentation in the Greek language. T he studies of the ItaloGreek minority by Vera von Falkenhausen and Joseph Siciliano conclude at the beginning of the fourteenth century.8 Salvatore Fodale believes, due in large part to the
rise of the mendicant orders, that Palermo was completely Latinized by 1282.9 Mario
Scaduto discusses the fourteenth-century Greek Church in Palermo, noting the decay
of the Greek religious and education system, but it was not the purpose of his work to
explore the interactions of the secular population.1 0 In the large corpus of works by
Henri Bresc, fourteenth-century Greeks appear with some frequency. Yet, Bresc, in
his article “ La formazione del popolo Siciliano,” argues that the early fourteenth century was an important period for the construction of a Sicilian identity and only turns
to the island’s Greek minority briefly to name the group as an impediment to the formation of a Sicilian people.11 He claims that the influx of Byzantine Greeks into Sicily during the fourteenth century fortified a failing indigenous Greek population
against absorption by the Latin majority, but he fails to provide justification of his
assertion.1 2 Therefore, the end of the Italo-Greek population in fourteenth-century
5
6

7

Cliffo rd Back man , “ Th e P ap acy, th e Sicilian Ch u rch , an d K in g Fred erick III (13 02 -13 21 ),” Viator:
Medieval and Renaissance Studies 2 2 (1 99 1 ), 24 3 -2 44 .
Vo n Falk en h au sen , “ G reek P resen ce,” 2 82 ; Joseph An th on y Sicilian o , “ Th e G reek Relig io us an d Secu lar Co mmu n ity o f So u th ern Italy and Sicily D u ring th e L ater Midd le A g es,” U np ub lish ed Ph D Dissertation . (Ru tg ers Un iv ersity, 19 83 ), 2 61 .
Vo n Falk en h au sen , “ G reek P resen ce,” 2 83 -28 4 .

8

See Vera Vo n Falk en h au sen , “ Fried rich II un d d ie G riech en im K ö nig reich Sizilien ,” Friedrich II:
Tagung des Deutschen Historischen Instituts in Rom im Gedenkjahr 1994 , ed . A rno ld E sch and
N o rb ert K amp (Tu bing en: Niermey er, 1 9 96 .); Von Falk enh ausen , “ G reek P resen ce,” and Siciliano ,
“ Greek Religiou s an d Secular Co mmu n ity.”
9 Salv ato re Fo d ale, “ L’ en cad remen t L atin o u les o rd ers men dicants,” in Palerme 1070-1492: Mosaïque
de peoples, nation rebelle: la naissance violente de l’indetité sicilienne, ed . H en ri Bresc an d G en ev ièv e
Bresc-Bautier (P aris: Èdition s A utremen t, 1 99 3 ), 14 1 .
1 0 Mario Scadu to , Il Monachesimo Basiliano Nella Sicilia Medievale (Ro me: E d izion i d i Sto ria e
L etteratu ra, 1 98 2 ).
1 1 H en ri Bresc, “ L a fo rmazio n e d el p op olo Sicilian o ,” Tre milleni di storia linguistic della Sicilia, Atti del
Convegno della Società italiana di Glottologia (Pisa: G iard in i, 19 85 ); reprint Politique et société en
Sicile, XIIe-XVe siècles (H amp sh ire, G reat Britain: Vario ru m, 1 9 9 0 ), 24 3 -2 65 .
12
Bresc, “ L a fo rmazio n e,” 2 53 .
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Palermo remains a largely unexplored issue with scholars making assumptions about
its survival or decline without extensive verification from available sources.
Beginning in the first decade of the fourteenth century, new Greeks began to arrive
in Sicily, as the Sicilian kingdom began piratical and expansionist policies in the Aegean Sea.1 3 The notarial registers of the 1320s and 1330s show a new influx of Eastern Greeks into Palermo. T hese Greeks were slaves, freedmen, immigrants and visitors. They were not even from Sicily but were de partibus Romanie.1 4
These new Greeks are found often in the notarial registers and are easily identifiable. The notaries called them grecus or greca from parts of the land of the Romans
or, as we say today, the Byzantine Empire. Medieval notaries were the record keepers of their day. Working in royal, noble and urban circles, notaries kept records of
business transactions such as bills of sale, loans, work contracts, and the payment of
debts. Marriage contracts, slave manumissions, and wills were also recorded by notaries, and a few precious registers of this everyday, urban interaction survive to offer
insights into medieval life. T hus we find Maria, an eight-year-old Byzantine Greek,
being sold at market by one Catalan from Majorca to another Catalan from Barcelona
in the Sicilian city of Palermo.1 5 A number of Byzantine Greeks, formerly slaves
now freedmen, were working as farm laborers on local vineyards, like Constantine
grecus de Romania, freedman, working for seven and a half tari1 6 per month on the
vineyard of Symon de Cisano.17 The registers also preserve records of free Greeks
who were voluntary immigrants to Palermo. Nicholas de Andrea and Basil, two Byzantine Greeks attested to in the registers, made a living in Palermo by selling linens to
men like the Latin priest Peter de Heraclia.1 8
These three instances illustrate the common interaction between the Byzantine
Greeks and the city they shared with the Latin population. Greek slaves were bought
and sold by Latins and, indeed, freed by Latins. Greek laborers contracted themselves to work for Latins, and enterprising Greeks bought and sold products to and
from Latins. The notarial registers also provide evidence for Byzantine Greek interaction within their population, like the example of Nicholas and Basil mentioned ear13

Back man , Decline and Fall, 2 82 , an d D an iel Du ran I Du elt, “ L a Co mp an yia Catalan a I El Co merc
D’ Esclau s A b an s d e L’ Assen tamen t A ls Du cats D’ Ath en s I N eo p atria,” in De l'esclavitud a la

llibertat: Esclaus i lliberts a l'Edat Mitjana. Actes del Colloqui Internacional celebrat a Barcelona del
27 al 29 de maig de 1999, ed s. María Teresa Ferrer i Mallo l an d Jo sefin a Mu tg e i Viv es (Barcelon a:
Co n sell Su p erio r d 'Inv estig acio ns Cien tífiq u es, In stitu ció Milá i Fon tan als, D ep artamen t d'Estu dis
Med iev als, 2 00 0 ), 56 4 -5 66 .
1 4 Romanie refers to th e land s th at o n ce con stituted th e h eart o f th e By zan tin e E mp ire. Th e By zantin e
E mp ire, w hich called itself th e Ro man E mp ire and its G reek sub jects Ro man s, w as a sh ado w o f its
fo rmer self in th e fo u rteen th cen tu ry . “ De partibus Romanie,” tho se p red o min an tly G reek areas fro m
co astal and w estern A sia Min o r th rou gh th e sou th ern Balk an s, G reece, and th e A eg ean island s, to th e
A d riatic co ast o f p resent d ay A lb ania, w as fractu red after th e Fo u rth Cru sad e into a nu mb er o f By zan tine an d Cru sad er states.
1 5 A rchivio di Stato di P alermo [h ereafter A SP ], No tai D efu nti, Reg . 77 , 7 2r.
16

Th ere w ere th ree b asic Sicilian mo n etary d istin ctio ns: th e ou n ce, o r “ un cia” (n ev er actu ally minted ),
th e tari , o r “ taren us,” an d th e g rain , o r “ g ran us.” An ou n ce w as wo rth thirty tari an d a tari wo rth
tw en ty g rain s.
1 7 A SP, N otai D efu nti, Reg . 76 , 2 4r.
18

M. Silv an a G u ccion e, Le imbreviature del notaio Bartolomeo de Alamannia a Palermo, 1332-1333
(Ro me: Ro ma Cen tro d i Ricerca P erg amen e Med iev ali e P ro to colli N otarili, 19 82 ). d o c. 25 5 , p . 37 0 .
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lier, and George, a Greek freedman, who convinced his former master to provide the
funds for Nicholas, a Greek slave, to purchase his freedom.1 9
Enough evidence exists for the study and analysis of the new Greek population.
However, the descendants of the indigenous Greek population are far more difficult to
ascertain. Without the distinction of grecus, this population cannot be easily distinguished from the surrounding Latin population. A popular method for studying ethnicity, onomastics, or the study of names, is very difficult for fourteenth-century Palermo. Some names were common to Greeks, such as Demetrius or Theodore, and
some names common to Latins, like Roger or Francis, but some names were also used
by either population, such as Andrea, John, or Nicholas. The problem of name identification is compounded even more by a tendency in Sicily since the time of the Norman Conquest for names to be shared across ethnic or religious lines.2 0
For example, a papal tax list from the early fourteenth century provides a detailed
listing of Greek-rite churches, monasteries, and priests from across Sicily. T he names
found in this record, which identified Greek priests uniformly as presbyter grecus, are
indicative of the problem of using onomastics to sort and identify the Sicilian population. In addition to traditional Greek names that we expect to find, such as Basil, Leo,
and T heodore, and names that are used for either tradition, such as John and Nicholas,
we find names that we would not expect from a Greek priest, like William, Dominic,
Roger, and Richard.2 1 T he search for Italo-Greek identity in the fourteenth century is
difficult, and the naming patterns make it all the more confusing.
The will of Bonannus de Geronimo, at first glance, appears to be a valuable insight
into the elusive world of the indigenous Greek population. Bonanno made the declaration in his will that he had contracted a marriage with his current wife according to
the custom of the Greeks.2 2 The will of Bonanno seems to be a document that could
be analyzed and provide insight into the life and society of the descendants of the
Italo-Greek elite of the twelfth century, definitively proving that these descendants
were extremely Latinized and practically indiscernible from their Latin neighbors,
although maintaining a trace of their heritage. Bonannus had identified himself in his
will with an aspect of Greek culture, a marriage by Greek custom instead of Latin
custom. However, the Greek marriage custom was not limited to the Latin population,
and the will of Bonanno de Geronimo is not evidence of the Italo-Greek population
but, rather, is indicative of the problem of identifying such a group.
In the four notarial registers dating from 1326 to 1333, no Byzantine Greek immigrant carried the name Bonannus, and the name was not among the common names
used by fourteenth-century Byzantine Greeks.2 3 In fact, the name is derived from the
1 9 A SP, N otai

D efu nti, Reg . 77 , 2 5v -26 r.
See Alex Metcalfe, Muslims and Christians in Norman Sicily: Arabic Speakers and the end of Islam
(N ew Yo rk: Rutled g eCu rzon , 2 00 3 ), 74 -98 , fo r Mu slim, G reek , L atin n ame mixtu res.
2 1 Scad uto , Il Monachesimo , 30 9 -3 20 . Scad u to p ro vid es a su mmary o f th e G reek p resen ce in th e do cu men ts. Fo r p u blished edition o f co mp lete tax reg ister see Sicilia: Rationes Deciarum Italiae nei Secoli
XIII e XIV ed . P ietro Sella (Città d el Vatican o: Bib lioteca Ap osto lica Vatican a, 1 94 4 ), and fo r P alermo
see p ag es 9 -2 1 .
2 2 G u ccion e, Le imbreviature del notaio Bartolomeo de Alamanna , d o c. 26 1 , pp . 3 76 -37 8 .
20

2 3 A ng eliki

L aio u , Peasant Society in the Late Byzantine Empire: A Social and Demographic Study
(P rin ceton , N .J.: P rin ceto n U niv ersity P ress, 1 97 7 ).
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Latin bonus annus, or “ good year.” However, Bonannus was still an uncommon
name for a Latin, and as mentioned previously, the first name is not a good indicator
of ethnicity in fourteenth-century Palermo. His surname makes a stronger case for
Italo-Greek heritage. Geronimo, or Jerome, was a Latin name, but could have been a
rendering of the Greek name Hieronymus. His wife, Francesca, carried a name commonly reserved for Latins, but mixed marriages were common in the medieval Mediterranean. The names of his youngest children and heirs, Allegranzia and Johanuccio,
were ethnically neutral names, as was the name of his granddaughter, Margarucia.
His eldest son, Andrea de Geronimo, bore a name very common among Greeks, but
which occurred in the Latin population too. When the Bonannus name and the names
of his family members are taken into consideration, his choice of marriage custom
remains the most convincing piece of evidence. Bonannus is still acceptable as an
Italo-Greek.
The next important details are the religious donations that Bonannus declared in
his will. Me dieval wills reflect the earthly concerns of their makers. T hese included
their fears for the inheritances of their children and their outstanding debts, which
either had to be paid or collected, but the primary concern of the average medieval
testator was the well-being of his soul in the hereafter and the proper burial of his
body. Bonannus’s religious legacies were very Latin. He chose the Church of St.
Augustine for his burial, bequeathing to the church three tari for its works. For the
right of burial, for making the grave, and for ringing the bells, he granted St.
Augustine’s an additional four tari. Bonannus showed a more personal connection
with the friars of St. Augustine’s. When he requested masses be sung (undoubtedly
in Latin) by the brothers of St. Augustine’s, Bonannus singled out a Brother William
of Palermo by name to lead them, granting them the tidy sum of ten tari and five
grains. This monastic was also present at the creation of Bonannus’s will. His name
is first among the witnesses recorded at the bottom of the document. Most importantly, though, Bonannus made Brother William an executor of his will, together with
his wife Francesca, illustrating the trust he must have felt for the friar. T he will indicates that Bonannus’s ties with Brother William, a Latin monk, must have been close.
T wo more instances of religious donations must be mentioned. We know from his
will that Bonannus’s parish church was St. Hyppolitus’s. For various rights and
works, Bonannus bequeathed a total of eight tari and ten grains to the church of St.
Hyppolitus. The two churches, St. Augustine and St. Hyppolitus, were the only
churches to receive grants of money from Bonannus. Bonannus’s final request concerning the religious life was that a Brother Hyppolitus of St. Mark’s church accompany his funeral procession. These churches and donations mean little unto themselves, but when placed in the context of the other wills from the same notarial register, a pattern develops.
The wills of eight other testators, four men and four women, are recorded in the
register of Bartolomeo D’Alemannia. Four of these testators were from Bonannus’s
parish, St. Hyppolitus. Four testators, including Bonannus, requested burial in St.
Augustine’s, thus making it the most common burial site among the surviving wills.
Three others, all women, chose to be buried in St. Hyppolitus’s. Five of the eight
made a gift of some kind to St. Augustine’s or to a brother of the church. Palerma,
wife of Matthew Platia, made the Prior of St. Augustine’s, Brother Berrardo, an exThe Hilltop Review,
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ecutor of her will.2 4 Sybilla, wife of Pisano de Perrivechio named a Brother Lawrence of the Augustinians as her executor.25 Four other testators made donations to
St. Hyppolitus. Other wills document religious donations to many other churches,
such as the Palermitan Cathedral, but the churches of St. Augustine and St. Hyppolitus are the most prominent recipients of such donations. Further overlaps occurred in
religious bequests. John de T aberna and Margarita, wife of Berrardo Arrasunati, also
requested the presence of Brother Hyppolitus of St Mark’s.26 Bonannus’s executor,
Brother William of St. Augustine’s, was remembered by Margarita in her will and she
provided a donation of one tari to the prior, Brother Berrardo, and another Augustinian, Brother Walter, witnessed her will.
The religious giving of Bonannus’s will differed little from that of the other testators. St. Augustine’s Church, the most popular burial site among the wills, would be
his final resting place, and the brothers of that church were the most popular recipient
of legacies. His residence within the parish of St. Hyppolitus indicates that the majority of the testators were Bonannus’s neighbors, and his association with the Church of
St. Hyppolitus was reflected by his fellow parishioners. Even his preference shown to
Brother Hyppolitus was echoed in other wills.
Despite the weakness of the Greek Orthodox Church during this period, had Bonannus been adamant in his attachment to Greek orthodoxy, he could have located a
Greek rite church or monastery for his donations. A summary of the church census of
1308-1310 mentioned three Greek-rite religious institutions in Palermo: the monastery of St. Mary de Gucta of the order of St. Basil, the church of St Thomas of the
Greeks, and a church of St. Peter near Caccamo, a town east of the city. The census
listed three Greek rite priests, identified as presbyter grecus, operating in the archdiocese of Palermo for those years2 7 . A Greek priest, Jordan of St. Mary’s of the Admiral in Palermo, was still signing documents in Greek as late as 1323.2 8 These instances predate Bonannus’s will, but Henri Bresc maintains that the Basilian Monastery of St. Mary of the Crypt operated in Palermo through the 1330s.2 9 Even disregarding donations to Greek religious institutions, Bonannus could have made a general proclamation of Greek giving as occurred among fourteenth-century Greeks from
Venetian Crete. On Latin-ruled Crete, a Greek testator could request that a donation
be put toward the usum grecorum, or “the custom of the Greeks.”30
2 4 G u ccion e, Le
25

imbreviature del notaio Bartolomeo de Alamannia , do c. 1 9 , pp . 2 5 -2 8 .
Gu ccio n e, Le imbreviature del notaio Bartolomeo de Alamannia , d o c. 17 9 , pp . 2 70 -27 2 .

2 6 G u ccion e, Le

imbreviature del notaio Bartolomeo de Alamannia , d o c. 11 p p . 14 -16 ; G u ccion e, Le
imbreviature del notaio Bartolomeo de Alamannia , d o c. 32 1 , pp . 4 57 -45 9 .
2 7 Scad uto , Il Monachesimo, 32 0 . Vera v on Falk en h au sen con clu d ed th at th e 1 30 8 -1 31 0 taxatio n list is
n o t alw ay s exh au stiv e o f in stitutio ns an d clerg y, and th e p ossibility o f mo re G reek p riests exists. Vo n
Falk en h au sen , “ G reek P resen ce,” 2 83 .
2 8 Von Falk enh ausen , “ G reek P resen ce,” 28 4 .
2 9 H en ri

Bresc, Un monde M éditerran é en: é conomie et soci ét é en Sicilie, 1300-1450 , 2 v ols. (P alermo :
Bib liothequ e d es E coles Fran caises d’A th en es et d e Ro me 1 98 6 ), 59 1 .
3 0 Sally McK ee, W ills from Late Venetian Crete, 1312-1420 (W ash in gton , D .C.: D u mb arto n O aks Research Lib rary and Co llection , 1 98 8 ) 5 37 -53 8 , do c. 4 14 . N ico la, so n o f th e late p ap as H erman u el Ag ap ito . Fo r mo re instan ces o f sp ecific G reek O rtho do x req u ests o f th e fo u rteenth centu ry see Sally
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Who was Bonannus de Geronimo? Was he a Latin Sicilian or a Latinized ItaloGreek? Bonannus went to Catholic churches, fraternized with Catholic monastics,
and included both in his will, but he chose to identify himself with a Greek custom –
a choice that raises a number of questions. Could this be reflective of a family tradition, stemming from Italo-Greek heritage? Could his Latin giving be explained by
the influence of his Latin wives and Latin neighbors? We can never be certain about
these aspects of Bonannus’s life, but other contextualizing evidence from the period
suggests that he did not need to have Italo-Greek heritage or influence to choose a
Greek marriage.
A marriage conducted according to Greek custom was not a religious or cultural
distinction at all. Instead, the difference between Latin and Greek marriage customs
was economic. T he surviving law codes of the medieval city of Palermo, called the
Customs of the Happy City of Palermo, date to the late fifteenth century but have
their roots in customs and laws created in the early fourteenth century.3 1 This communal law code described the particulars of Latin and Greek marriages. In Latin marriages, the dowry brought to the marriage by the woman would be mixed with the
property of the husband and their property as a couple.32 In Greek marriages, the
dowries remained distinct entities and were not joined with the property of each respective spouse. The chapter of the law code on Greek marriages went further and
declared that the parties to the contract could be a Greek and a Greek, a Greek and a
Latin, or indeed a Latin and a Latin.3 3 It cannot be assumed that even one party involved in a Greek marriage chose this rite because of his or her cultural heritage. Instead, marriage was primarily an economic decision. Perhaps the theory that Bonannus de Geronimo was a Latinized Italo-Greek could have remained a viable, if contentious, argument before, but once any ethnic identification is removed from the allimportant Greek marriage custom, the argument is no longer viable. Bonannus did
not make an ethnic statement by declaring to the notary that he had contracted a marriage according to the Greek custom but, rather, an economic statement.
The will of Bonannus is a potential trap for the unwary scholar. T his discussion
has not sought to dismiss the presence of a population descended from the Italo-Greek
elite of the Norman period, but to illustrate the problems with indentifying and treating it as a distinct group. It is difficult to discuss what cannot be pulled from the historical record, what is missing, or what might be found, yet the fate of the ItaloGreeks should be pursued through a close assessment of the existing Latin sources of
the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. T he presence, or disappearance, of
this minority should not be assumed or inferred, but explored. Bonannus’s will ap31
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v el natis filiis, conf unduntur et unum corpus efficuntur, q u o ru m b o no ru m tertia pars debetur
patri, altera matri, reliqua v ero tertia f ilio vel filiis .”
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pears to be a more concrete account of this culture, reflecting a very Latinized ItaloGreek individual. T he examination of the document and its context tells us he wa s a
Latin, but a part of a culture with characteristics absorbed from a Greek tradition. A
closer examination of the extant sources could yield greater detail of the final years of
the Italo-Greek minority but, at the very least, will certainly aid in our understanding
of late medieval Sicilian culture in general.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Spring 2010
General Guidelines
The Hilltop Review: A Journal of Western Michigan University Graduate Student Research
acc epts submissions from any curr ent W estern Michigan University (W MU) graduate student.
P apers are w elcome from students in any of the university’ s graduate programs. P apers will
be evaluated by an editorial board composed o f W MU graduate students and representative
faculty members from throughout the university.
All submitted papers should meet the following guidelines:
• T he first page should contain your name, department and graduate college, and contact
inform ation (phone and email address).
• T he second page should have the title of your article cente red at the top of the page with
your name and department cente red ben eath.
• T ext should be formatted in 12-point T imes New Roman with one-inch margins. T ext
should also be double-spaced. All pages should be numbered in the upper right-hand corner o f each pag e.
• Although your paper should be written using language that is accessible to those outside
your field, do write in a style that is appropriate to your field, using standard conventions
rega rding figur es and re feren ces. Be sure to explain technical terms and abbreviations
where ne cessa ry.
• T here is a 20-page limit to submissions.
• All submissions should be care fully edited to conform to the standards of Americ an spelling, grammar, and punctuation.
• P apers should be submitted electronically, in Microsoft W ord or rich text format (RT F ),
by Monday February 1, 2010. S ubmitters must send their electronic submission to
gsac_hilltop@wmich.edu with “ Hilltop Review submission” in the subject line.

Please note: S ubmissions to The Hilltop Review should not have been published elsewhere.
Howeve r, students who wish to submit research fo r publication elsewhere ( e.g., to another
journal) should check the guidelines of the relevant publication. In some cases, publishing
your work in The Hilltop Review may be against the policies of other publications.
**T he deadline for submissions is Monday February 1, 2010.**
S ubmission should be made online. T he submission web site is https://www.easychair.org/
login.cgi?timeout=1;conf=hilltopreviewspring2010. An automatic confirmation email for
each submission will be sent to the author.
Any questions regarding submissions for the spring issue may be directed to the Editor, Lotfi
Ben Othmane (gsac_hilltop@wmich.edu ).
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CALL FOR ARTWORK
Spring 2010
Artwork Submission Guidelines
The Hilltop Review is also soliciting contributions of digital photography and artwork fo r use
on the color cover of the journal and in a two-page black- and-white insert.
Any W MU student may submit images for consider ation, regardless o f whethe r or not he or
she submits an article fo r publication in The Hilltop Review.

Please note: By submitting artwork or photography to The Hilltop Review, you agree that
there ar e no copyright restrictions on the image that you submit and that it may be published in
the hard-copy edition of The Hilltop Review as well as on The Hilltop Review ’ s website in any
fo rm.

Technical Requirements
•
•

Electronic images ar e pre ferr ed. S tandard formats that are ac cept ed are T IF F , JP G, P NG,
GIF , and PS D.
I f an electroni c copy of your image or artwork is unavailable, a high-quality scannable
print copy is also acceptable. Your original will be returned to you via intracampus mail
or, if you pre fer, you may pick it up from the GS AC Office in the Graduate College located on the second floo r of W alwood Hall.

P lease provide a brie f desc ription of what your submission depicts and how it relates to your
graduate work at W MU, as well as the title of your submission.

**T he deadline for submissions is Monday February 1, 2010.**

S ubmitters should email an electronic copy of their submission to gsac_hilltop@wmich.edu
with “ Hilltop Review submission” in the subject line. A confirmation email fo r each submission will be send to the author.
Any questions regarding submissions for the spring issue may be directed to the Editor, Lotfi
Ben Othmane (gsac_hilltop@wmich.edu ).
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CALL FOR BOOK REVI EWS
AND LETTERS TO THE EDI TOR
Spring 2010
General Guidelines: Book Reviews
The Hilltop Review: A Journal of Western Michigan University Graduate Student Research
acc epts submissions from any curr ent W estern Michigan University (W MU) graduate student.
Book reviews are welcom e from students in any of the university’ s graduate programs. Reviews should be submitted for reco mmended reading only and should evaluate books published within the past two years (2008-2009).

All submitted reviews should meet the following guidelines:
• Reviews should be no greater than 500 words in length.
• A cover page containing your name, department and gradu ate college, and contact in for-

•

•

mation (phone and email address) should be included with your submission.
T he text of your review should be preceded by the author’ s name, the title of his/her
book, the publisher, year of publication, number of pages, and purchas e price o f the book
being reviewed.
T he text of your review should be formatted in 12-point T imes New Roman with one-inch
margins. T ext should be double-spaced. All pages should be numbered in the upper
right-hand corne r o f each pag e.

General Guidelines: Letters to the Editor
The Hilltop Review: A Journal of Western Michigan University Graduate Student Research
acc epts letters to the editor from any current W estern Michigan University (W MU) fa culty
member or graduat e student in any of the university’ s programs. Letters should be composed
as thoughtful responses to articles published in the previous issue. Letters will be evaluated
by the editorial board.

All submitted letters should meet the following guidelines:
• Letters should be no greater than 300 words in length.
• A cover page containing your name, department and gradu ate college, and contact in formation (phone and email address) should be included with your submission.
**T he deadline for submissions is Monday, February 1, 2010.**
S ubmission should be made online. T he submission web site is https://www.easychair.org/
login.cgi?timeout=1;conf=hilltopreviewspring2010. An automatic confirmation email for
each submission will be sent to the author.
Any questions regarding submissions for the spring issue may be directed to the Editor, Lotfi
Ben Othmane (gsac_hilltop@wmich.edu ).
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Are you enthusiastic about graduate research and writing?
Are you considering a career in writing, publishing,
or academia?
Do you have experience in editing or reviewing
scholarly articles?
Are you interested in gaining editing experience?
If so, we are pleased to inform you that The Hilltop Review: A Journal of
Western Michigan University Graduate Student Research is looking for additional individuals to serve as

•
•
•

Editorial Board members,
Copy-editors, and
Reviewers of future submissions.

Any current Western M ichigan University (WM U) graduate student may selfnominate to serve in one of these positions for the Spring 2010 semester.
Please send any questions about our editing process as well as any nominations of editorial board members, copy-editors, and / or reviewers to
gsac_hilltop@wmich.edu.
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